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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 There was an incident down in Cotulla where there was a lady, we got her off the 
 train there in Cotulla and she went into the restroom and stayed in there quite a 
 while. And I sent these two other women in there to check on her- these two other 
 aliens- and they came out and said she was bleeding pretty well. And so I went in 
 and talked to her and put her in one of the government cars and took her to the 
 hospital. And she had a dead fetus in her and she was pretty sick. She had this 19
 year old- she was about 16 or 17- she had this 19 year old, who was supposedly 
 her husband. And uh we took him up there and she was in the hospital about five 
 days. We released him on his own recognizance. He didn’t have any money, so 
 I’d buy him a little food every day. And when she was released, […] I found out  
 what it costs for a busfare for them to go back to their hometown and I bought 
 them the busfare and gave them a little bit of money so that they could buy food 
 and drink and this that and the other. It was things like that that we did out of our 
 own pockets. It wasn’t anything unusual (J).  
 
 There was a little bit that you didn’t want to take your days off. You would sit 
 around twiddling your thumbs on your days off, wondering what to do. You 
 wanted to get back to work and chase aliens. You’d see them on the side of the 
 road when you’re off duty, and you’d pick them up and take them to the station 
 and write them up (H).  
 

Unlike the classic Weberian bureaucracy that emphasizes the importance of 

official rules and specialized duties (Weber 2004), Border Patrol agents J and H describe 

situations where they went outside the confines of their prescribed roles to help others, 

whether it be an alien, co-workers, or their community at large. While these reflections 

may seem to refer to unrelated occurrences, they represent a small piece of the variety of 

activities bureaucrats perform that benefit others: activities that scholars of public 

administration have called “prosocial” (Brief and Motowidlo 1986). Agent J clearly goes 

beyond what is required of him as a Border Patrol agent to help an undocumented" 

woman and her husband, buying food for the husband while his wife is in the hospital 

and providing money and bus tickets when she is released. Agent H exhibits a form of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1
 As many scholars have written, the terms we use to refer to individuals has a direct impact on the way we 

think about them (Chavez 2008). I hesitantly use the term “alien” throughout this paper to refer to 

undocumented immigrants, doing so in order to reflect the way that that agents referred to immigrants.  
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dedicated behavior, benefiting his co-workers and the wider community. These actions 

reject the classical conception of bureaucrats as automatons, as easily replaced by 

another, performing a clear and almost mechanical task, and instead highlights the 

humanity of public servants. Prosocial behaviors are not only found in the Border Patrol 

but across the vast array of public bureaucracies. In their work on street-level 

bureaucrats, Steven Maynard-Moody and Michael Musheno (2003) describe their 

findings: 

Street-level workers often tell stories about going the distance, even putting their 
 careers at risk. Their stories do not reveal an intensive focus on their narrow self-
 interest or that of their agencies. Street-level workers tell of many cases where 
 they made their work harder, more unpleasant, more dangerous and less officially 
 successful to respond to the needs of the people in front of them (19). 

 
While Maynard-Moody and Musheno focus on prosocial behaviors that specifically 

benefit clients, their point has broad applications: bureaucrats do not necessarily measure 

their work by its organizational success or simply react to self-interested incentives, but 

rather respond to the needs they see, whether it be, as in this case, those of a client, or co-

workers, their agency, or their community or country at large. Bureaucrats, these authors 

show, are not the predictable self-interested actors that traditional bureaucratic theory 

would suggest, but rather are humans that act in complex and potentially non-rational 

ways. 

  If we acknowledge that public servants are not simply bureaucratic machines, but 

rather multi-dimensional human beings, we must also recognize that bureaucrats do not 

simply respond to the organization- its incentives and management- but rather that 

bureaucrats enter and exist in public organizations with their own desires and beliefs 

about what they want to get out of their work. The reality that individuals have their own 
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interests, in addition to those encouraged by the organization, is manifested in the 

concept of motivation, which not only includes organizational incentives but also 

individual motives and desires (Locke and Latham 2004). Motivation, as I will discuss in 

Chapter 2, is theorized to exist in many different forms, reflecting the complex motives 

and incentives that bureaucrats experience.  

 This thesis will explore where these concepts intersect, responding to the 

question: how does motivation influence behaviors that go beyond formal role 

requirements to benefit others? That these two concepts are associated seems plausible. 

The desires and incentives that drive an individual in their job are likely to effect how far 

they go out of their way to help others. However, it is unclear how motivation in general, 

and specific forms of motivation in particular, shape these behaviors. While some 

scholars have theorized about potential relationships or have tested the influence of 

specific types of motivation, there remain gaps to be filled and theories to be tested, 

particularly in regard to prosocial behavior. In undertaking this endeavor, I will examine 

two forms of prosocial behaviors. The first, which I will call “dedicated behavior,” helps 

the organization and is directed toward co-workers or the organization as a whole. 

Staying late, working hard, picking up extra shifts, and working on days off are all forms 

of dedicated behavior. The second behavior I will examine is behavior that violates 

organizational policies in an effort to achieve the overall mission of the organization, 

believed to benefit the community or country as a whole. This type of behavior will be 

referred to as “mission-consistent rule-bending.” I will elaborate further on these types of 

behavior in Chapter 2, connecting them to the relevant theory on prosocial behaviors. In 

order to study these behaviors, I look specifically at United States Border Patrol agents. 
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 U.S. Border Patrol agents, tasked by the federal government to detect and 

apprehend illegal aliens and, more recently, to prevent terrorists and narcotics from 

entering the country, have frequently been the subject of essentialized images of popular 

culture. One author, describing his first experience interacting with Border Patrol agents, 

says he assumed “people who did such work must be harsh and insensitive… What I 

found instead were public-spirited people with a difficult job” (Spilken quoted in Broyles 

and Haynes 2010, 19). The lived experiences of Border Patrol agents appear to be a far 

cry from the routinized image of the bureaucratic machine or the “insensitive” images 

portrayed in the media. Instead, stories told by researchers, as well as my own 

experiences with agents, portray Border Patrol agents as individuals dedicated to their 

mission, trying to do their best for their co-workers, country, and, often, the aliens they 

attempt to apprehend. Certainly, not all Border Patrol agents go out of their way to help 

others, and this paper will seek to understand how motivation plays a role in determining 

who does and who does not engage in prosocial behavior that goes beyond the confines 

of their prescribed duties. The reflections of agents, I hope, will help contextualize the 

academic dialogue on motivation and behavior. 

 Chapter 2 will outline the relevant literature on prosocial behavior and motivation, 

as well as literature on transformational and transactional leadership. Chapter 3 discusses 

the case study used here and preseents an in-depth description of the research methods 

conducted, which include both original survey and interview research. Providing a 

foundational understanding of motivation in the context of Border Patrol, Chapter 4 will 

illustrate common forms of motivation and the way in which motivation changes. 

Chapter 5 begins the discussion about behavior, reviewing the way in which motivation is 
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(and leadership is not) shown to influence dedicated behavior. Chapter 6 examines the 

factors that influence mission-consistent rule-bending, finding that leadership 

significantly influences this behavior. Finally, Chapter 7 reviews the relevant findings, 

discusses potential implications for Border Patrol, and suggests avenues for future 

research.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

The literature on bureaucrats has largely focused around questions of behavior. In 

the end, studying attitudes and identities are helpful to the extent that they explain what 

bureaucrats actually do. How does the police officer use discretion in determining whom 

he or she stops? What can explain why an employee left the Social Security 

Administration? Why do certain work groups outperform others? Why did the welfare 

caseworker decide to deviate from prescribed policy? Discretionary decision-making, 

employee turnover, performance, rule-bending: the study of “behavior” takes many forms 

in the public administration literature.  

Bureaucratic behavior has been a central feature in public administration literature 

not only due to the desire to understand it, but, perhaps more importantly, the desire to 

influence it. The conception of a bureaucracy as a machine with bureaucrats as the parts 

that perform a narrow and specific function has been largely rejected, as scholars 

acknowledge the reality that the behavior of bureaucrats is not always predictable or 

prescribed, and can have a significant influence on the ways in which policy is 

implemented (Lipsky 1980; Brehm and Gates 1997; Wilson 2000). As a result, scholars 

and practitioners alike have sought to understand what influences behavior. While much 

scholarship seeks to understand what influences bureaucrats’ achievement of and 

adherence to particular required functions, other work examines the nature of behavior 

that is not prescribed- that which goes outside of the clear confines of the specific role, 

but which still influences the overall effectiveness and well-being of the agency.  
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Prosocial Organizational Behavior 

Although it is reasonable to presume that the behavior and activities outlined by 

specific roles would be adequate for the effective functioning of an organization, scholars 

have theorized that the performance of an organization is determined by far more than the 

sum of individual prescribed roles. David Katz (1964), in his work on the motivational 

basis of organizational behavior, specifically looks at behavior that he considers 

necessary for effectively functioning organizations. Katz outlines three necessary patterns 

of behavior: The first pertains to joining and staying in the organization. The second 

represents effectively carrying out role-prescribed tasks. The third is “innovative and 

spontaneous activity in achieving organizational objectives which go beyond role 

specifications” (Katz 1964, 132). These behaviors are those that go above and beyond, 

such as cooperating with co-workers, speaking favorably about the organization, 

completing extra work (Brief and Motowidlo 1986, 710). Ensuring this behavior is “the 

great paradox” of organizations, as organizations require this type of behavior for their 

proper functioning, but are incapable of including it in role specifications (Brief and 

Motowidlo 1986; Katz 1964).   

Innovative and spontaneous activity in support of an organization is one form of 

prosocial organizational behavior, which Brief and Motowidlo define as “behavior which 

is (a) performed by a member of an organization, (b) directed toward an individual, 

group, or organization with whom he or she interacts while carrying out his or her 

organizational role, and (c) performed with the intention of promoting the welfare of the 

individual, group, or organization toward which it is directed” (1986, 711). While the 

authors explicitly mention that prosocial behavior is directed toward an individual, group, 
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or organization with whom the bureaucrat interacts, they later mention that society-at-

large could be the target beneficiary of a prosocial act (Ibid. 714), which is an important 

note for those working in public service.  

Not all prosocial organizational behavior looks alike, and Brief and Motowidlo 

outline distinctions between different forms. In his work, Katz (1964) references extra-

role prosocial behavior in his requirement of “innovative and spontaneous activity” that 

goes “beyond role specifications.” However, prosocial behaviors may also be role-

prescribed, and thus are included in formal performance requirements. Brief and 

Motowidlo note that jobs in helping professions, such as counseling, are inherently 

prosocial (1986, 711). In addition, sharing and cooperating may be legitimate job 

requirements in other professions (Ibid. 712). These role-prescribed prosocial behaviors 

are almost always organizationally functional, in that they “contribute to the 

accomplishment of organizational goals” (Ibid. 711). However, prosocial behavior need 

not be the organizationally functional behavior outlined by Katz (1964), but rather can 

also be organizationally dysfunctional. Organizationally dysfunctional prosocial 

behaviors are performed with the intent of benefiting an individual or group (making 

them prosocial behaviors) but detract from organizational effectiveness, or, I will add, 

violate the expectations of the organization.# Thus, prosocial organizational behavior can 

be organizationally functional or dysfunctional, role-prescribed or extra-role. While role-

prescribed prosocial behavior is certainly important for organizational performance, this 

thesis will focus primarily on extra-role prosocial behaviors. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
# Although Katz does not explicitly include violations of organizational expectations in the definition of 

“organizationally dysfunctional,” I have added this component to the definition for additional clarity. 

Adherence to organizational policies certainly influences the overall functioning of an organization, as a 

key component of the bureaucratic model is the assumption that individuals will complete their tasks in 

accordance with agency standards.  
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 Organizationally functional, extra-role prosocial behaviors are often those 

behaviors that go above and beyond an individual’s official tasks for the benefit of the 

organization.$ Brief and Motowidlo (1986) offer examples that include putting forth extra 

effort and volunteering for additional assignments. The authors explain, “Actions which 

represent extra effort, diligence, perseverance, and conscientiousness in the performance 

of one’s job compromise [a] category of prosocial behavior because they are performed 

for the benefit of the organization, often at some personal expense” (Ibid. 715). This type 

of dedicated behavior is closely associated with the concept of organizational citizenship 

behavior put forth by Smith, Organ and Near (1983). Also using Katz’s (1964) 

framework on necessary organizational behaviors, Smith and colleagues primarily define 

citizenship behavior as cooperation, altruism and generalized compliance, noting that 

these behaviors “lubricate the social machinery of organizations. They provide the 

flexibility needed to work through many unforeseen contingencies, they enable 

participants to cope with the otherwise awesome condition of interdependence on each 

other” (Smith, Organ, and Near 1983, 654). Altruism, as the authors explain, was 

primarily extra-role help provided to specific people, while generalized compliance was 

role-prescribed prosocial behavior toward the organization. While the authors explicitly 

describe these forms of organizational citizenship behavior, extra-role prosocial behavior 

for the benefit of the larger organization would also fit within their understanding of 

citizenship behavior. For the purposes of this paper, this will be called dedicated 

behavior. Although this dedicated behavior is critical for the effective functioning of 

bureaucracies, not all extra-role behavior is organizationally functional.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
$ However, not all organizationally functional behavior is undertaken with the intent to assist the 

organization. Behavior that attempts to help a client or a co-worker may increase the organization’s 

effectiveness, but may not be done with the intent to aid the organization.  
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Defining organizationally functional behavior as that which is effective for the 

organization and fits within organizational expectations, it is clear that some actions may 

be positive for the organization’s achievement of the mission but still violate 

organizational expectations. Brief and Motowidlo address this possibility in their 

discussion of whistle-blowing. This example highlights the potential contradictions 

between what is good for the fundamental mission of the organization and what policies 

or rules dictate: “[Whistle-blowing] is clearly not an act of compliance with the particular 

directive, procedure, or policy under objection, but still might represent compliance with 

more fundamental organizational values and policies which opposes the objectionable 

practice” (Brief and Motowidlo 1986, 715). Although these authors and others (Brewer 

and Selden 1998) point to whistle blowing, one can think of numerous other behaviors 

that are consistent with the goals of the organization, yet violate rules and policies, and 

are therefore considered organizationally dysfunctional. Some authors argue that this type 

of behavior, which I will call mission-consistent rule-bending, is a possible behavioral 

pattern of bureaucrats whom they call “zealots” (Downs 1967; Romzek 1990). Romzek 

writes, “Zealots share all of the pivotal values of the agency and are willing to go beyond 

the call of duty for the good of the organization” (1990, 380). The potential 

organizational consequence, she notes, is mission-consistent rule-bending: these 

individuals have the potential to “overstep the bounds of acceptable behavior (sometimes 

even legal bounds) in pursuit of their agency interests (Ibid). This behavior is consistent 

with overarching organizational goals but in opposition to organizational policies, and is 

therefore classified as extra-role, organizationally dysfunctional behavior.  
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This work seeks to understand these two forms of extra-role prosocial behavior- 

dedicated behavior, which is organizationally functional, and mission-consistent rule-

bending, which is organizationally dysfunctional- and their relationship to specific forms 

of motivation. The next section will first review the various concepts that comprise the 

broad term “motivation,” beginning, however, with the necessary task of defining 

motivation. 

Motivation 

 Scholars have long studied motivation as a factor influencing behavior of 

bureaucrats (Perry and Hondeghem 2008). Increasing overall levels of motivation and 

understanding specific forms of motivation have been key areas of study for those 

students of public administration who strive for “higher levels of productivity, service 

orientation, and accountability” (Ibid. 1). Brehm and Gates (1997), in their study on 

working, shirking and sabotage, argue that the preferences that motivate bureaucrats have 

the greatest influence on their productivity. While motivation is often seen as a 

fundamental tool to unlocking better bureaucratic performance, it is also a central 

component in understanding those prosocial actions that fall outside the required role of 

the bureaucrat but are essential to the overall functioning of the organization. First, 

however, it is necessary to define the term “motivation” as it will be used here.  

The term “motivation” has been used to refer to multiple concepts, which makes 

defining the term, as it will be used in this thesis, a necessary task. David Moynihan and 

Sanjay Pandey explain the problematic nature of defining this complicated term: “There 

is no simple answer, because what we refer to as work motivation is a multidimensional 

concept linked to how employees interact with, and view, their organizations and is 
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reflected in the degree to which employees feel a sense of connection, obligation, and 

reward in working for the organization” (2007, 804). Others conceptualize motivation as 

reflected in joining and staying in the organization, but also working hard and well 

(Rainey 2003; Rainey and Steinbauer 1999). Scholars often attempt to break this simple 

definition into an excessive number of sub-concepts, and therefore, for the sake of the 

reader, this definition put forth by Rainey is the primary definition that I will use. 

However, it is useful to note that motivation is often conceptualized as, at times, a 

response to external incentives, but also based in a personal desire to meet a certain need- 

what is frequently called a “motive” (Rainey 2003). Locke and Latham add that 

motivation “refers to the internal factors that impel action and to the external factors that 

can act as inducements to action” (2004, 388).  Although I will proceed to describe 

different types of motivation, it is important to note that individuals are rarely motivated 

by one particular motive or incentive and are, instead, generally driven by a multitude of 

motives and incentives (Clark and Wilson 1961; Rainey 2003). Finally, motivation is not 

a static concept: levels of overall motivation, as well as the importance of particular 

motives or incentives, change throughout the course of an individual’s career (Clark and 

Wilson 1961). The dynamic nature of motivation is closely related to the theoretical 

foundation of expectancy theory.  

Drawing on the theory of utilitarianism, expectancy theory posits that an 

individual’s motivation can best be understood as the product of an individual’s 

calculation of the likelihood of an action’s outcomes and the desirability of those 

outcomes (Rainey 2003; Vroom 1964). Expectancy theory links the concept of motives 

and incentives, arguing that individuals driven by a particular motive will calculate the 
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likelihood that a particular action would satisfy that desire, acting in that way if they 

predict a payoff (Rainey 2003). For example, an individual who has a desire for material 

benefits is unlikely to behave in a way that they calculate will not provide the material 

benefits they desire. While this example highlights one form of motivation, the following 

section will outline a broad range.  

 Scholars often differentiate motives into three categories. In their preeminent 

work on organizational incentive systems, Peter Clark and James Q. Wilson (1961) 

outline three categories of incentives that motivate individuals: material, solidary, and 

purposive. Brehm and Gates (1997) delineate similar categories in their discussion of 

employee preferences. Reflecting Clark and Wilson’s foundational work, Brehm and 

Gates identify pecuniary preferences (similar to material incentives), solidary 

preferences, and functional preferences (similar to purposive incentives). In the following 

sections, I will outline each of these forms of motivation in turn and review existing 

literature that theorizes their connection to prosocial behaviors, and specifically dedicated 

behavior and mission-consistent rule-bending, proposing hypotheses along the way. 

Material Motivation 

Pecuniary preferences, or what this work will refer to as material motives, are 

commonly considered in conjunction with self-interest explanations of motivation 

(Downs 1967). These motives include a desire for a good salary or other explicitly 

monetary benefits, but can also include rewards that are non-monetary but can easily be 

translated into rewards with monetary value, such as benefits or vacation (Clark and 

Wilson 1961). In short, Brehm and Gates describe a material (or pecuniary) reward as 

“any incentive which the principal offers to the agent as a condition of employment” 
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(1997, 75). Likewise, Katz describes these rewards in a similar way, noting that they 

include “benefits which accrue to individuals by virtue of their membership in the 

system” such as salary and benefits that are provided to all members, but that they also 

include instrumental rewards geared toward the individual, gained through individual 

performance (1964, 134). Reflecting our basic understanding of motivation, the first set 

of material incentives appeals to motives to join or stay in an organization through 

baseline material incentives, while the second encourages individuals to work hard and 

well through performance incentives. However, while this system of material incentives 

may explain some aspects of bureaucratic behavior, it certainly does not provide a 

complete picture. 

 In the past, many scholars believed that self-interest was the foundation of 

motivation and material incentives were key in decisions to maximize utility (Alchian 

and Demsetz 1972; Niskanen 1975). However, more recent research- particularly with 

the emergence of scholarship on Public Service Motivation (PSM)- has sought to 

complicate this simple story of motivation. For example, Brehm and Gates write: “To 

focus solely on pecuniary rewards really misses the mark in understanding the behavior 

of bureaucrats” (1997, 107). Wright and colleagues’ recent study “offers additional 

evidence that financial incentives are not the only-or even the most effective- means to 

motivate individuals” (2012, 212). Furthermore, extra-role prosocial behaviors are 

unlikely to be motivated primarily by material motives, precisely because these behaviors 

occur outside the scope of the official job requirements. In their work on the antecedents 

of organizational citizenship behavior, Smith and colleagues explain the unlikely 

connection between extra-role prosocial behavior and material motives, “Because 
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citizenship behavior goes beyond formal role requirements, it is not easily enforced by 

the treat of sanctions. Furthermore, much of what we call citizenship behavior is not 

easily governed by individual incentive schemes” (1983, 654). While the authors 

acknowledge that frequent acts of citizenship behavior might be noticed by supervisors 

and have an effect on promotions, it is likely that these acts will go largely unnoticed, and 

even if they are noticed, difficult to reward (Ibid.). This is consistent with expectancy 

theory, since an individual driven by material motives would not calculate a significant 

return on their behavior because of the limited material rewards associated with these 

extra-role actions, and therefore would be less likely to engage in these behaviors. 

Authors, such as Anthony Bertelli (2007) in his study of turnover intention, find support 

for this assertion. Overall, extra-role prosocial behaviors cannot be “explained by the 

calculated anticipation that they will pay off in largesse for the person” (Smith, Organ, 

and Near 1983, 654), and it is unlikely that material motivation would encourage these 

prosocial behaviors. This thesis will test this assumption:  

 H1: Individuals with greater material motivation will be less likely to exhibit 
 either form of prosocial behavior.  
 
However, other forms of motivation, such as solidary motivation, are theorized to 

influence participation in extra-role prosocial activities.  

Solidary Motivation 

 Most individuals are not motivated entirely by tangible, monetary incentives. 

Clark and Wilson identify a distinct set of “solidary” motives, which derive from “the act 

of associating and include such rewards as socializing, congeniality, the sense of group 

membership and identification” (1961, 134). In terms of public employment, Brehm and 

Gates claim, “a solidary preference for one’s job occurs when the subordinate acquires 
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utility from the friendship with fellow employees. The bureaucrat who enjoys his job 

because of the department’s softball team and the police officer who likes his job because 

of the support from fellow officers are both expressing a solidary attachment” (1997, 76). 

Others expand this preference to not only include friendship, but also satisfaction with the 

quality of one’s co-workers’ performance, which Bertelli (2007) titles “production 

solidarity” as opposed to “friendship solidarity.” In short, the concept of solidary motives 

encompasses all motives that are based on a desire for particular patterns of association 

with co-workers, which is generally not expressly linked to the overall purpose of the 

organization (Clark and Wilson 1961, 135).  

 Compared to individuals motivated by the desire for material rewards, individuals 

primarily driven by solidary motives are theorized to more frequently engage in extra-

role prosocial behaviors. Although some studies focus specifically on extra-role prosocial 

behaviors, Brehm and Gates’ (1997) prominent study examines “working” behaviors 

compared to “shirking” behaviors, which would be the opposite of dedicated, 

organizationally functional behaviors.% Brehm and Gates (1997) consistently find that 

solidary motives were strong determinants of an employee’s tendency to work, rather 

than shirk, which indicates that solidary motives likely also have a positive impact on 

dedicated behavior. Particularly in their analysis of social workers as street-level 

bureaucrats, Brehm and Gates find that solidary preferences significantly discourage 

respondents from fudging paperwork (or admitting to fudging it), even when changing 

information would benefit the client (Ibid. 122). Fudging paperwork, an organizationally 

dysfunctional prosocial behavior, is arguably most closely related to mission-consistent 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
% In Brehm and Gates’ analysis, “working” behaviors while including meeting the job performance 

requirements, also include behaviors that I consider “dedicated” behavior, such as social workers taking 

paperwork home, even though they are not compensated for doing so (1997, 119).  
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rule-bending- one of the study’s dependent variables. Therefore, these findings suggest 

that solidary preferences may not increase the likelihood of mission-consistent rule-

bending, but may actually decrease the prevalence of this behavior. Thus, Brehm and 

Gates (1997) show that solidary motives may have a positive influence on some prosocial 

behaviors, but a negative influence on others, particularly organizationally dysfunctional 

behaviors. 

 Supporting the findings of Brehm and Gates (1997), subsequent studies showed a 

distinctly positive effect on organizationally functional prosocial behaviors. Bertelli 

(2007), building on the work of Brehm and Gates, shows that high levels of solidary 

motivation are associated with lower turnover intention, which suggests that solidary 

motives may have a positive influence on organizational citizenship behaviors. Bertelli 

makes a distinction, however, between friendship and production solidarity. These 

findings are only influenced by friendship solidarity, as defined previously, while 

production solidarity is shown to have no effect on turnover intention. Overall, the 

literature suggests that individuals primarily motivated by solidarity have an increased 

likelihood of engaging in organizational citizenship behavior, but may be less likely to 

engage in organizationally dysfunctional prosocial behavior. Therefore, I propose the 

following hypothesis: 

H2: Individuals with greater solidary motivation will be more likely to exhibit 
 dedicated behavior. 
 

While this section focuses on non-material motives that exist separately from the 

goals of the organization, public employees are also motivated by the “ends” of the 

organization, which is where I will turn next. 
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Functional Motivation 

 The final category of motivation contains those motives where “the subordinate 

acquires utility from performing the very things that he is supposed to do” (Brehm and 

Gates 1997, 75). This form of motivation is directly related to the purpose of the 

organization. Brehm and Gates use of “functional” preferences builds off the concept of 

“purposive” incentives outlined by Clark and Wilson (1961). Clark and Wilson describe 

these incentives: “Purposive, like solidary, incentives are intangible, but they derive in 

the main from the stated ends of the association rather than from the simple act of 

associating” (Ibid. 135). Employees strongly motivated by these factors- either their 

specific role in achieving the organization’s goal or the goal itself- are driven by 

functional motives. 

The concept of functional motivation, as outlined by Brehm and Gates and Clark 

and Wilson, is extremely broad. In their oft-cited work, Rainey and Steinbauer (1999) 

propose a framework that delineates three types of functional motivation: task 

motivation, public service motivation, and mission motivation. By separating the broad 

concept of functional motivation into these three forms of motivation, we are able to 

more specifically understand the way certain motivation shape behavior. Task 

motivation, as defined by Rainey and Steinbauer, is related to the “relatively specific and 

immediate extrinsic and intrinsic rewards available through the person’s role in the 

organization” (Ibid. 27). An employee who gets satisfaction from the actual activities 

prescribed by their role is driven- at least in part- by task motivation, such as a teacher 

who enjoys lecturing and grading assignments. This concept, advanced by Rainey and 

Steinbauer, is absent from much of the literature on behavior, presenting a challenge for 
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the development of a hypothesis. However, its absence in existing literature makes it an 

important undertaking in the following analysis. Distinct from this concept of task 

motivation are the concepts of Public Service Motivation (PSM) and mission motivation, 

which are discussed below.  

Public Service Motivation 

 The concept of public service motivation (PSM) has recently come to the 

forefront of the study of bureaucratic motivation, as scholars began testing the long-

standing assumption that public employees were often driven by different motives than 

employees in the private sector (Perry and Hondeghem 2008, 5). Formalized by Perry 

and Wise (1990), the concept of PSM refers to “an individual’s predisposition to respond 

to motives grounded primarily or uniquely in public institutions and organizations” (368). 

Subsequent work by Perry and others clarifies PSM as based in motives of duty and self-

sacrifice and a desire to help society at large (Brewer and Selden 1998; Wright and 

Pandey 2008). While PSM can be found in the private sector (Perry and Hondeghem 

2008), the finding that individuals with high levels of PSM generally have lower levels of 

material motivation suggests that individuals with high levels of PSM are more likely to 

work in the public sector, while their counterparts with high levels of material motivation 

are more likely to work in the private sector where opportunities for material rewards are 

more available (Bright 2007; Crewson 1997; Perry and Wise 1990). Similarly, studies 

show that public employees with high levels of public service motivation generally out-

perform individuals primarily motivated by extrinsic monetary rewards (Brewer and 

Selden 2000). While the influence of PSM on the tendency to join public organizations 

and lead to high job performance is of significant interest to those seeking to maximize 
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employee performance, our interest here is the possible effect that public service 

motivation may have on prosocial behaviors not measured in the calculation of job 

performance.  

 A reading of the definition of public service motivation suggests a connection 

between public service motivation and prosocial behaviors. Defined broadly as the desire 

to serve the public good (Perry and Hondeghem 2008), PSM is closely related to the 

actual behavior of acting in the public interest- a type of prosocial behavior. Whether 

acting explicitly for the public good, or indirectly acting in the best interest of a public 

organization that exists for the public good, it is likely that PSM not only impacts role-

prescribed prosocial behavior- which we would expect since a public organization with a 

prosocial mission employs individuals whose jobs are inherently prosocial- but also that 

the same motivation would lead individuals to act beyond the confines of their role in a 

way that is beneficial their organization and the public.& For example, Crewson (1997) 

finds individuals who are more motivated by public service than material rewards are 

more committed to the organizations for whom they work. Committed employees are 

more likely to behave in a way that is beneficial for the organization, “willing to perform 

‘above and beyond’ the call of duty” (Romzek 1990, 377). These individuals, Romzek 

continues, “are more likely to make decisions consistent with the organization’s best 

interest” (Ibid.). Based on this literature, this paper tests the following hypothesis: 

 H3: Individuals with greater PSM will be more likely to exhibit dedicated 
 behavior. 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
& Most often, the missions of public organizations are more focused on serving the public good than those 

of private organizations. Wright explains, “Charged with promoting general social welfare, as well as the 

protection of the society and every individual in it, public organizations often have missions with broader 

scope and more profound impact than is generally found in the private sector” (Wright 2001, 565). 
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While PSM may lead to dedicated behavior, it does not always manifest itself in 

behaviors that are beneficial for the organization or consistent with organizational 

policies. 

 At times, the perceived interest of the public may be contrary to organizational 

policies, creating a situation where PSM encourages prosocial behavior that falls outside 

an individual’s assigned role or the policies of an organization. In their foundational work 

on public service motivation, Perry and Wise (1990) predict that PSM may lead to 

negative organizational behaviors. They write, “In some instances, public service 

motivation, by inducing high levels of commitment, may produce negative outcomes. 

Individuals motivated by public service may carry their commitment beyond reasonable 

boundaries” (Ibid. 371). Subsequent research, empirically testing the claims put forth by 

Perry and Wise, shows that public service motivation can indeed lead to actions 

inconsistent with the best interest of the organization, although within the best interest of 

the public at large (Maesschalck, Van der Wal, and Huberts 2009). In particular, studies 

on whistle-blowing, which is an action done in the public service that generally is 

inconsistent with the preferences of the organization, show that individuals with high 

levels of PSM are some of the individuals most likely to engage in whistle-blowing 

(Brewer and Selden 1998). Consistent with motives of public service, “many whistle 

blowers willingly put themselves at risk to preserve the common good and further the 

public interest” (Ibid. 420). Acknowledging the inconsistencies between whistle blowing 

behavior and the desires of an organization, Wright and Pandey (2008) conclude: 

“Rightly or wrongly, such employees are willing to perform in ways that contradict their 

organization’s expectations to better serve the public” (507). Thus, in an effort to serve 
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the public, employees may deviate from the explicit desires of the organization, although 

these behaviors may increase organizational effectiveness in the long run. This thesis will 

examine this connection, testing the following hypothesis: 

H4: Individuals with greater PSM will be more likely to exhibit mission-consistent 
rule-bending.  

 
As we will see in the following section, a similar motivation- mission motivation- may 

also lead to this form of behavior. 

Mission Motivation 

 Mission motivation, developed in Rainey and Steinbauer’s (1999) eminent work, 

is similar to, but distinct from, public service motivation, fitting within the concept of 

functional motivation. Rainey and Steinbauer describe mission motivation as the 

recognition that “members have perceptions of the mission of the agency and may be 

highly motivated to contribute to the achievement of that mission. When so motivated, an 

individual will extend effort and seek to perform well in ways that he or she perceives to 

be related to accomplishing the mission” (Ibid. 25). While shown to be highly correlated 

with public service motivation, mission motivation, Rainey and Steinbauer (1999) 

propose, is a separate concept. They explain, “While public service motivation focuses on 

altruistic service that benefits a community or larger population, mission motivation has 

as its target or objective the mission of the agency” (Ibid. 25). Although Perry and Wise’s 

(1990) concept of PSM includes commitments to specific programs, Rainey and 

Steinbauer argue that this mission motivation is a distinct concept from other affective 

motives, such as the desire to serve the public good or a feeling of duty to the government 

as a whole. Indeed, using the case that will be examined in this thesis, while it is likely 

that Border Patrol agents who are motivated by the mission to apprehend undocumented 
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aliens also have a desire to work in the public interest, these motives are relatively 

distinct. An agent could be motivated by the desire to work for the public service without 

being specifically motivated by the mission to apprehend aliens. As Bright (2007) 

outlines, public service motivation is consistent with a variety of different missions, and 

individuals that share similar levels of public service motivation may be motivated by 

vastly different missions (i.e. Bright provides the example of the Department of Defense 

and the Department of Education’s widely different missions). Although theorized as 

different than PSM, mission motivation is believed to be manifested in similar ways.  

 A limited body of literature examines the connection between mission motivation 

and behavior, since much of the existing literature studies functional motives as a whole 

(conflating mission motives and PSM) or PSM in particular. While I, like Rainey and 

Steinbauer (1999), clearly delineate the separate concepts, PSM and mission motivation 

are shown to be highly correlated. Thus, individuals with high PSM are likely to behave 

similarly to individuals with high levels of mission motivation. Mission motivation, like 

PSM, is expected to be correlated with prosocial behaviors, both organizationally 

functional and dysfunctional. Rainey and Steinbauer (1999) posit that high levels of 

mission motivation will increase dedicated behaviors, which they argue has a positive 

effect on organizational performance. However, they, like Wright (2007), argue that 

mission motivation must be accompanied by the perception that one’s work is helping the 

organization achieve the mission, providing importance to their individual work. Wright 

and Pandey (2011) further argue that mission motivation leads to greater job satisfaction 

and less absenteeism, giving additional support for the growing consensus that mission 
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motivation leads to certain forms of organizationally functional prosocial behavior. Based 

on this literature, this work will test the following hypothesis: 

H5: Individuals with greater mission motivation will be more likely to exhibit 
dedicated behavior. 
 
High levels of mission motivation are also anticipated to lead to prosocial 

behaviors that violate the expectations of the organization. While some authors show that 

PSM can lead to greater whistle blowing (Brewer and Selden 1998), a comparable logic 

would suggest that individuals with high mission motivation would engage in similar 

activities. Numerous scholars point to “zealot” behavior as a potential outcome of 

extraordinarily high levels of mission motivation. Zealots, who are individuals with the 

highest levels of commitment to the mission of the organization, “have the potential to 

overstep the bounds of acceptable behavior (sometimes even legal bounds) in their 

pursuit of agency interests” (Romzek 1990, 380). Individuals, relentlessly working to 

achieve the mission of the organization, can be in positions where organizational policies 

appear to be in opposition to the mission of the organization, leading to organizationally 

dysfunctional behavior. Therefore, mission motivation appears to have the potential to 

lead to greater instances of behavior that is clearly inconsistent with the policies of the 

organization, while working toward the agency’s mission. However, much of our 

understanding of mission motivation and its connection to rule-bending builds from 

concepts of functional motivation as a whole and PSM in particular, with essentially no 

existing work on this specific relationship. Therefore, in an effort to empirically show 

this relationship, I propose the following hypothesis: 

H6: Individuals with greater mission motivation will be more likely to exhibit 
 mission-consistent rule-bending. 
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Management 

 

No review of bureaucratic behavior would be complete without referencing the 

vast literature on public management. Understanding management and its effects on the 

behavior and attitudes of bureaucrats has been a central pursuit of the public 

administration literature. Although the amount of influence that managers have on 

subordinates has been debated in the literature (Oberfield 2012), numerous studies show 

that, while managers are often limited in their impact- particularly at the front-lines of the 

organization- they are still influential (Riccucci 2005). Management, some theorize, has 

become even more important in the past two decades, as “downsizing, pressure for 

results, devolution of authority, and increased market strategies,” resulted in “weakening 

civil service rules” (Trottier, Wart, and Wang 2008, 330). While the focus on 

management has remained important in the study of public administration, the prevailing 

way management has been conceptualized has changed significantly.  

Prior to the late 1970s, the study of management focused on “observable, short-

term, leader-follower relations” (Bass 1996, 738), fitting within the scientific 

management school that depended on a simple cost-benefit analysis (Ibid. 740). 

However, with the work of Burns in 1978, the study of management began to change. 

Burns described what he saw as two distinct styles of leadership: transformational and 

transactional leadership (Lowe, Kroeck, and Sivasubramaniam 1996). Transactional 

leadership fit largely within the traditional school of thought, understanding management 

through “exchange processes” (Bass 1996, 739). Transformational leadership- what 

Burns posited as an opposing leadership construct- is instead marked by an appeal to 

“higher aspirations or goals of the collective group” (Lowe, Kroeck, and 
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Sivasubramaniam 1996, 386). Bernard Bass followed the work of Burns, instead viewing 

transactional and transformational leadership as complementary, rather than polar, styles 

(Ibid.), and developed the full range of leadership model. These leadership styles, central 

to the literature on management, will be described in greater detail below, along with 

hypotheses about their potential effect on prosocial behavior. 

Transactional Leadership 

Transactional leaders are often what we think of when we think of public 

managers: individuals responsible for enforcing rules and rewarding required behavior. 

Bass and Avolio describe the role of these leaders, “Essentially, transactional leaders 

develop exchanges or agreements with their followers, pointing out what the followers 

will receive if they do something right as well as something wrong” (1994, 112). 

Drawing on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, Bass (1996) argues that transactional leaders 

meet the lower-level needs of employees, such as the need for a predictable and stable 

environment. Therefore, while they are theorized to meet higher-level needs, 

transformational leaders must also be successful transactional leaders, capable of meeting 

the basic needs of employees. Bass identifies four types of management styles that 

comprise transactional leadership. The first is contingent reward, in which managers 

clarify “what needs to be done and exchanges psychic and material rewards for services 

rendered” (Ibid. 742). While Bass (1996) distinguishes the next forms into two separate 

concepts- active management-by-exception and passive management-by-exception- 

subsequent scholars have argued that, while these concepts may be conceptually separate, 

they are more similar than other practices and can instead be understood together 

(Trottier, Wart, and Wang 2008). In these forms of leadership, managers intervene when 
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standards are not met or deviations from standards occur. The final form of transactional 

leadership is “laissez-faire” leadership, in which managers avoid intervening in the 

activities of their subordinates, which others have called “nonleadership” (Ibid.). While 

these distinctions may be helpful for a conceptual understanding of diverse leadership 

styles, their benefit for this thesis is their potential influence on the prosocial behaviors 

studied here. 

 As described above, in organizations characterized by transactional leadership 

styles, the relationship between the manager and the subordinate is a contractual one. In 

these environments, “all job assignments are explicitly spelled out along with conditions 

of employment, disciplinary codes, and benefit structures” (Bass and Avolio 1994, 116). 

Bass and Avolio continue, “Everyone has a price required for his/her motivation to work. 

There is a price on everything. Commitments are short-term. Self-interests are stressed” 

(Ibid.). Emphasizing “price” and “self-interest,” it is unlikely that this type of leadership 

engenders behaviors that go outside of the contractual requirements of the role. 

Individuals work for themselves (Ibid.), and without incentives for their dedication, are 

unlikely to demonstrate organizational commitment behavior. To assess this proposition, 

this thesis will test the following hypothesis: 

 H7: Transactional leadership will not be associated with dedicated behavior. 

Moreover, in organizations dominated by this type of management, Bass and Avolio 

continue, “there is little identification with the organization, its mission or vision” (Ibid). 

Transactional leaders instead emphasize the narrow completion of the task, focusing on 

compliance (Ibid. 113). Therefore, failing to encourage a larger commitment to the 

mission and accepting no deviation from standards, transactional leadership is likely 
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negatively associated with all forms of rule-bending. Therefore, I propose the following 

hypothesis: 

H8: Transactional leadership will be negatively associated with mission-consistent 
rule-bending. 
 

Transformational Leadership 

 Transformational leaders reach beyond the narrow requirements of their role, 

attempting to transform their followers and their environment (Lowe, Kroeck, and 

Sivasubramaniam 1996). Wright, Moynihan and Pandey describe transformational 

leaders as those who “inspirationally motivate employees by clearly articulating an 

appealing vision of the organization’s mission and future. [These leaders] serve as a 

source of idealized influence, functioning as a role model” (2012, 207). Transformational 

leaders do not only meet the lower-level needs of followers, but attempt to reach higher- 

order self-actualizing needs (Bass 1996). Bass identifies four factors of management that 

constitute transformational leadership: idealized influence, where leaders become role 

models and increase confidence and pride in the organization; inspiration motivation, 

where leaders articulate a clear vision and sense of purpose; intellectual stimulation, 

where leaders involve followers in developing new ways to approach their work; and 

individualized consideration, where leaders respond to the specific needs of followers 

(Ibid.). Thus, these forms of leadership aim to inspire leaders and followers to transcend 

the exchange relationship and, instead, work toward achieving higher order needs.  

The concept of transformational leadership is not simply an analytical category, 

but is theorized to encourage certain positive behaviors on the part of followers. Bass 

writes, “Transformational leaders motivate followers and other constituencies to do more 

than they originally expected to do as they strive for higher order outcomes” (1996, 740). 
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Followers do more than what is required of them by their official role because 

transformational leaders encourage them to look beyond “self-interests or expected 

rewards for the good of the team and the good of the organization” (Bass and Avolio 

1994, 118). These authors theorize that leaders not only inspire followers to behave in the 

best interests of the team, but that followers actually go above and beyond in actions that 

I have called “dedicated behavior.” This thesis will test this assumed connection between 

leadership and dedicated behavior with the following hypothesis: 

H9: Transformational leadership will be positively associated with dedicated 
 behavior. 

 
The issue of mission-consistent rule-bending is much more challenging here. The ability 

of transformational leadership to articulate a clear mission, generating a “sense of 

purpose and a feeling of family” (Bass and Avolio 1994, 116), likely discourages rule 

breaking. However, the distinction of rule-bending as “mission-consistent” is important 

in this case. Transformational leaders are willing to violate traditional norms and think 

outside the box to change organizations, due to what Trottier and colleagues (2008) call a 

“change orientation.” Encouraging change, a “pure” transformational leader “rewards 

followers when they apply rules in creative ways or if they break them when the overall 

mission of the organization is best served” (Bass and Avolio 1994, 113). Fitting neatly 

with in the concept of mission-consistent rule-bending, Bass and Avolio’s observation 

elicits the following hypothesis: 

 H10: Transformational leadership will be positively associated with mission-
 consistent rule-bending.  
 
 Drawing these distinctions between different forms of leadership allows us to 

think more narrowly about the effect of management on behavior, not simply asking how 
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management influences behavior, but rather what types of management influences 

behavior. The distinction between transformational and transactional leadership, 

however, assumes that management, as a whole, influences how bureaucrats behave. 

Although, as indicated above, many scholars agree that management does indeed matter 

(Oberfield 2012), others argue that their influence is small. Brehm and Gates (1997) find 

that the most important thing driving the behavior of bureaucrats is their preferences, 

with management only playing a small, and at times non-existent, role. Therefore, it is 

important that the analysis conducted not only allows for understanding the directionality 

of influence, but also the degree. A detailed description of the research and analysis 

conducted for this project will be presented in Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 3: Research Design 
 

While Chapter 2 presented hypotheses and reviewed the relevant literature on 

prosocial behaviors and the connection to motivation and leadership, Chapter 3 will 

outline the way in which I have attempted to test these hypotheses. In this chapter, I 

identify and justify my case study. I will then describe my methods for answering the 

research question, briefly explain the analysis conducted, and conclude by reviewing the 

limitations of this research. !

Case Study 

 While the question driving this thesis is relevant to the broad spectrum of public 

employees, I examine U.S. Border Patrol agents in particular. Attempting to draw broader 

conclusions than those specific to the Border Patrol, I must justify the selection of this 

case. Border Patrol agents, although never discussed in the literature, are a prime example 

of a street-level bureaucrat.' Street-level bureaucrats, defined in the literature by Michael 

Lipsky (1980), are those public servants that interact directly with the public on a day-to-

day basis, acting with significant discretion and autonomy from superiors. Street-level 

bureaucrats share many characteristics with other lower-level bureaucrats, such as the 

need to navigate the tension between the existence of discretion (and the desire for more) 

and the constraints of rules (Oberfield forthcoming). These lower-level bureaucrats 

occupy a critical space in the public bureaucracy. Lipsky explains, “Although they are 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
' Border Patrol agents, like other street-level bureaucrats, interact with the public- both citizens and 

noncitizens- on a daily basis and have a wide degree of discretion and autonomy in their job. Border Patrol 

agents, perhaps even more than other front-line bureaucrats, are in a position of navigating the complexity 

between what the organization expects of them and their own autonomy and discretion in the field. All 

agents across the country are trained at the Border Patrol Academy in Artesia, New Mexico, and many 
described the atmosphere as “paramilitary,” attempting to routinize the new agents. However, agents also 

have a wide degree of autonomy in what they do, with agents being at times more than fifty miles away 

from a co-worker. Like the Forest Rangers featured in Kaufman’s (1960) seminal work, Border Patrol 

agents move from station to station throughout their career, which is reflected in their comments. More 

information about the Border Patrol can be found in Appendix D.  
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normally regarded as low-level employees, the actions of most public service workers 

actually constitute the services ‘delivered’ by the government” (1980, 3). Not only do 

lower-level workers fill the critical role of  “delivering” the services of the government, 

but they constitute the majority of public employees. Therefore, the behavior of lower-

level bureaucrats- whether they engage in prosocial behaviors that help their agency and 

their co-workers, increasing the effectiveness of the organization, or whether they violate 

the expectations of the organization for a greater cause- is a critical site of research. 

 Although the prosocial behavior of lower-level bureaucrats is clearly an important 

area of research, there has been relatively few studies that empirically test the connection 

between motivation and prosocial behavior, and many of those that have implications for 

the relationship study public managers, rather than lower-level employees (Wright 2007; 

Stazyk, Pandey, and Wright 2011; Wright, Moynihan, and Pandey 2012). This thesis 

hopes to complement the existing literature by primarily studying street-level 

bureaucrats,( and, while the findings may be generalizable to other street-level or lower-

level bureaucrats, are likely not applicable to public managers and other high-level 

employees.   

Methods 

 In order to examine the connection between motivation and prosocial behavior, I 

rely on data gathered from interviews and surveys. The two forms of research did not 

occur, nor are presented, in isolation. Instead, the interviews and surveys interact in a way 

that I believe offers a thorough view of agents’ experiences, while remaining situated in 

larger trends identified by the survey.   

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
( All agents who completed the survey started as Patrol Agents- the lowest rank in the Border Patrol- and 

questions were largely targeted toward those experiences. 
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In-Depth Open-Ended Interviews 

Although a recent body of literature has developed that takes a journalistic or 

sociological approach toward understanding the experiences of Border Patrol agents as 

they pertain to illegal immigration, there is a noticeable lack of studies that have 

examined the attitudes and organizational experiences of Border Patrol agents. Due to the 

limited number of studies that include questions about motivation, particularly as it 

relates to behavior, I decided to conduct in-depth open-ended interviews prior to creating 

the survey. Surveys are only as good as the questions that are included, and therefore 

open-ended interviews provided background information that allowed me to make the 

questions factually sound and relevant to the respondents. Furthermore, speaking with 

Border Patrol agents allowed me to better understand what issues and experiences were 

pertinent to them. While I went into the interview process having a general conception 

not only what my thesis would be about, but also specifically what my hypotheses would 

be, speaking with agents- asking questions) but also asking them to speak to the issues 

that were relevant to their experience- demonstrated that the topics I had thought were 

relevant were of little importance to them. Therefore, these open-ended interviews were 

an exploratory tool, not intended to test hypotheses but rather to better understand the 

organizational lives of Border Patrol agents.* 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
) A list of guiding questions can be found in Appendix A. Not all questions were asked in every interview, 

and questions were rarely asked in the exact form included on the interview instrument. These questions are 

simply the questions that I used to begin the interview, and once participants began speaking about their 

experiences, they were encouraged to speak freely without referring to specific questions. I asked 

furthering questions that aimed to build on the topics and experiences interviewees seemed to find most 

relevant.  
* This type of interviewing strategy is encouraged by Irving Seidman (1998) in his prominent work on 

qualitative research.  
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Overall, I conducted eleven formal interviews. Interviews lasted anywhere from 

an hour to an hour and fifty minutes. One interview was separated into two days, with the 

first part lasting one hour and thirty-eight minutes and the second lasting one hour and 

forty-eight minutes. The average length of time was approximately one hour and twenty-

five minutes. All formal interviews were with retired Border Patrol agents. Seven 

interviews took place over the phone and four interviews took place in person. I 

conducted in-person interviews during the week of January 13, 2013 in Yuma, Arizona. I 

invited participants to coffee or a meal as a form of compensation, and therefore three of 

the interviews took place at restaurants, while the other two took place in various office 

locations. The variety in interview locations partially explains the difference in interview 

lengths; interviews that occurred in restaurants generally lasted longer than interviews in 

office spaces. Interviews were recorded and later transcribed. In addition to interviews 

held throughout the week, I met with current supervisory agents at the Yuma Border 

Patrol Station, which is part of the Yuma Sector. Although these meetings were not 

formal interviews, they provided insight into the current experiences of Border Patrol 

agents, particularly compared with the experiences of retired agents and their comments 

about the “current” Border Patrol under Customs and Border Protection.10 In addition, I 

had the opportunity to go on a “ride-along” with supervisory agents in Yuma, riding with 

them in their vehicle as they drove around the southern and eastern perimeter of the 

Yuma Station’s area of responsibility and explained current operations in Yuma.  

 During the initial stages of this project, I intended to interview active Border 

Patrol agents. However, this endeavor proved extremely difficult, an outcome that I later 

learned was common from discussions with others also attempting to interview current 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 For more information about the organizational structure of the Border Patrol, please see Appendix D.  
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agents. In early November 2012, I reached out to Bill Broyles and Mark Haynes, authors 

of Desert Duty, which is a collection of oral histories from Border Patrol agents who 

worked at the Wellton Station (part of the Yuma Sector). Bill, an researcher and long-

time Arizona resident, and Mark, a retired Border Patrol agent who before his retirement 

had served as the Patrol Agent in Charge of the Wellton Station and the Assistant Chief 

Patrol Agent of the Yuma Sector, e-mailed their friends and contacts who had 

participated in the Desert Duty project with information about my research and how to 

contact me. Participants then emailed me and we coordinated a time to speak, either in 

person if they lived in the Yuma area or on the phone if they lived elsewhere. Because 

most of Bill and Mark’s contacts had worked in the Yuma sector, and particularly at 

Wellton, the majority of individuals interviewed for this project spent part of their career 

in the Yuma sector. However, agents often move from station to station throughout their 

career in the Border Patrol, and thus, although some agents had spent their entire careers 

at Wellton, most agents had also been stationed elsewhere. Furthermore, some 

interviewees forwarded my information on to friends and past colleagues, and therefore, a 

few of the individuals whom I interviewed had no connection to Wellton or Mark and 

Bill.    

 In many ways, the Yuma Sector is similar to other sectors in the Border Patrol. 

The Yuma Sector’s area of responsibility includes a diversity of terrain that is commonly 

found along the Southern Border. Yuma Sector is comprised of three stations: Yuma, 

Wellton and Blythe. While the Yuma Station is primarily a linewatch station and includes 

the urban border city of San Luis, Wellton’s area of responsibility primarily includes 

desert-like terrain and mountain ranges (“U.S. Border Patrol Yuma Sector Annual 
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Report” 2009). Wellton has historically been a sign-cutting station, an activity that 

“involves the detecting of clues to the passage of living things and following that living 

thing by using those clues as a guide” (Broyles and Haynes 2010, 13). As recently as the 

1980s, Wellton had fewer than ten agents. Like many other stations in the Border Patrol, 

reflecting the larger expansion of the Patrol, Wellton’s manpower soared throughout the 

1990s and 2000s (Ibid. 17), and now over 350 agents work at the Wellton Station. 

Although the Yuma Sector is arguably similar to other sectors, interviewees often 

contextualized their comments (or were asked to do so), noting whether they were 

speaking to an experience or environment that was particular to a specific station.  

Survey 

 While in-depth interviews provided invaluable context for this project, creating 

situations where I could, even briefly, build rapport that encouraged interviewees to open 

up about their experiences and reflections of the Border Patrol, there are inherent 

limitations to a study that relies solely on in-depth qualitative data. Due to the relatively 

brief period of time allocated for this project, only a limited number of interviews could 

be conducted. By subsequently distributing a survey, I was able to examine important 

themes uncovered by interviewees on a larger scale and gather data in a systematic way 

that could provide generalizable findings.  

 I created the survey instrument after conducting interviews, and therefore there 

are significant substantive differences between the questions included on the interview 

protocol and the survey instrument."" Designed to test the hypotheses presented earlier, 

the survey primarily asks questions measuring motivation and certain forms of behavior, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"" The survey instrument can be found in Appendix B.  
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particularly dedicated and rule-bending behavior, as well as information that could be 

operationalized to control for alternative explanations.  The survey included 92 questions, 

the majority of which used a Likert scale, although some questions were designed to 

allow for open-ended responses. All questions using a Likert scale included a “Not 

Applicable” or “No Opinion” option, and no questions required responses, except for the 

first question, which asked individuals to briefly write what stations they worked at 

during their career in Border Patrol, the years they worked at those stations, and their 

positions at each. Therefore, respondents could elect not to answer a particular question, 

although the large majority of individuals responded to all questions.  

 I created the survey using SurveyMonkey, a commonly used online survey tool, 

and distributed the survey through the e-mail membership list of the Fraternal Order of 

Retired Border Patrol Officers (FORBPO). FORBPO is a fraternal organization for 

retirees from the Border Patrol and other branches of the INS and boasts a membership 

list of 1200 members. To avoid including respondents who were not patrol agents in my 

sample, the initial e-mail sent to the FORBPO list noted that individuals had to have 

worked as an agent with Border Patrol, and I designed the survey so that individuals had 

to indicate that they had worked as a Border Patrol agent in order to move forward to 

answer survey questions. Potential respondents were told that the survey would be 

available for a period of eleven days, from a Sunday to the following Wednesday. During 

this period, 319 people opened the survey, with 233 people completing the full survey. 

To encourage participation, individuals who completed the survey were offered the 

opportunity to enter a raffle to win a $50 Visa gift card. The survey was anonymous, and 

therefore respondents were redirected to a separate survey prior to entering identifying 
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information for the raffle, making their email addresses unable to be connected to survey 

responses. Information about informed consent, as well as the raffle procedures, were 

included at the outset of the survey, as well as in the initial email sent to FORBPO 

members.  

Measurement 

 The survey results were used to conduct a statistical analysis to determine the 

association between different forms of motivation and prosocial behavior. The analysis 

will be discussed in more detail below. The study measures most of the primary 

independent variables, which are types of motivation (material, solidary, task motivation, 

PSM, and mission motivation"#), by employing various questions for each that could be 

calculated as an index."$ Table 1 displays the questions that comprise each index. 

Although not ideal, transformational leadership and transaction leadership were each 

measured by a single survey question, also displayed in Table 1. The survey measures the 

dependent variables (dedicated behavior and mission-consistent rule-bending behavior) 

using questions that can be calculated as indices, although both the dependent variable 

indices and the individual questions measuring the dependent variables will be used in 

the analysis. These questions are displayed in Table 2. 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"# Although the literature posits functional motivation as its own category of motivation, comprised of the 

three subcategories of task motivation, PSM, and mission motivation, I elected not to create an index to 

measure functional motivation, which would have been an aggregate of the three subcategories. Task 

motivation can be independent or weakly related to PSM and mission motivation (Rainey and Steinbauer 

1999, 27), and separating functional motivation allows us to better understand the way that these forms of 

motivation exist separately. 
"$ Although a form of motivation, task motivation was not calculated using an index. Task motivation is 

still presented in Table 1.  
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Table 1 Measuring Motivation and Leadership (Independent Variables) 

Measurements Mean SD 
Material Motivation (Cronbach’s alpha = .72) 

Salary* 

Benefits* 

The salary I received was one of the most important things I got out of being in the Border 

Patrol.** 

There were more important things about being in the Border Patrol than receiving a salary. 

(R)** 
Earning a good salary.*** 

Your chances of getting promoted.*** 

The amount of job security you had. *** 

 

Solidary Motivation (Cronbach’s alpha = .713) 

I made good friends in the Border Patrol.** 

I generally felt a lot of camaraderie in the Border Patrol.** 

I generally trusted my co-workers.** 

I knew the names of most of the other agents in the stations where I worked.** 

Knowing the names of most agents in the stations where I worked was important to me.** 

There were more important things to me about being in the Border Patrol than friendships 
with other agents. (R)** 

The friendliness of the people you worked with.*** 

The respect you received from the people you worked with.*** 

I saw agents from my station outside of work, intentionally, such as at a social gathering.**** 

 

Public Service Motivation (Cronbach’s alpha = .85) 

The opportunity for public service.* 

Much of what I do is for a cause bigger than myself.** 

I am one of those rare people who would risk personal loss to help someone else.**  

Meaningful public service is very important to me.**  

I consider public service my civic duty.** 

Making a difference in society means more to mean than personal achievements.** 
I think people should give back to society more than they get from it.** 

A feeling that you were fulfilling your civic duty.*** 

 

Mission Motivation (Cronbach’s alpha = .806) 

The Patrol’s mission.* 

Doing my job well gave me a feeling that I had accomplished something worthwhile.** 

I enjoyed doing my work for the personal satisfaction it gave me.** 

Doing my job well made me feel good about myself as a person.** 

I felt good about enforcing the mission of the Border Patrol by apprehending illegal aliens.** 

I felt good about enforcing the mission of the Border Patrol by apprehending drug smugglers 

and seizing illegal drugs.** 

The mission of the Border Patrol motivated me to go to work every day.** 

There were times that I did not feel good about apprehending an illegal alien. (R)** 

Getting a feeling of accomplishment from your job.*** 

Having the chance to accomplish something worthwhile.*** 

The satisfaction of implementing Border Patrol’s mission.*** 

 

Task Motivation 

I wanted to go to work every day because I liked working outside and pursuing aliens.** 

 

Transformational Leadership 

Supervisory agents and management generated high levels of motivation and commitment in 

the workforce. ** 

2.871 

2.943 

3.327 

2.434 

 

1.780 

 
3.187 

2.921 

3.505 

 

3.157 

3.845 

3.748 

3.466 

3.684 

3.539 

1.995 
 

3.189 

3.510 

3.049 

 

3.170 

3.203 

3.487 

3.524 

3.390 

3.209 

3.070 
3.364 

3.353 

 

3.437 

3.522 

3.690 

3.724 

3.700 

3.611 

3.788 

 
3.330 

2.325 

3.675 

3.621 

3.448 

 

 

3.378 

 

 

2.509 

 

0.440 

0.876 

0.820 

0.746 

 

0.638 

 
0.599 

0.762 

0.603 

 

0.356 

0.401 

0.554 

0.564 

0.506 

3.539 

0.762 
 

0.639 

0.574 

0.723 

 

0.612 

0.868 

0.608 

0.552 

0.666 

0.691 

0.648 
0.555 

0.698 

 

0.387 

0.700 

0.578 

0.529 

0.511 

0.509 

0.422 

 
0.641 

0.804 

0.491 

0.535 

0.614 

 

 

0.684 

 

 

0.785 
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Transactional Leadership 

My supervisory agents would generally reprimand me if I disregarded a policy. ** 

 

 

2.859 

 

 

 

0.629 

 

*There are many reasons that a person might decide to join the Border Patrol. How important was each of the following 

factors to you? (Not at All Important=1, Slightly Important, Important, Very Important=4) 

**Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. (Strongly Disagree=1, Disagree, Agree, 

Strongly Agree=4) 

***Different people want different things from their work. Here is a list of things that could be important. How important was 

each of the following for you? (Not at All Important=1, Slightly Important, Important, Very Important=4) 

****Please indicate how often the following events occurred. (Never=1, Rarely, Occasionally, Fairly Often, Often=5)"% 

(R) indicates that the question responses were reversed.  

 

Table 2 Measuring Dedicated Behavior and Mission-Consistent Rule-Bending (Dependent Variables) 

Measurements Mean SD 
Dedicated Behavior (Cronbach’s alpha = .69) 

When I didn’t feel well in the morning, I still tried to come to work because I knew my 

contribution would be missed.* 

I generally left shortly after my shift was over. (R)* 

When I was not on duty, I did not question individuals whom I thought might be illegal 

aliens. (R)* 
I often felt like I was working hard every hour of my shift.* 

I frequently stayed a few hours past the end of my shift.* 

I picked up an extra shift if it was needed.** 

I stayed after my shift was over because I was pursuing an alien or aliens.** 

I stayed after my shift was over because I was processing aliens or completing paperwork.** 

 

Mission-Consistent Rule-Bending (Cronbach’s alpha = .778) 

I occasionally disregarded policies passed down by management.* 

As a Border Patrol agent, it is important to do things “by the book” no matter what. (R)* 

I am someone who follows the rules even if I don’t agree with them. (R)* 

Policies passed down by management frequently limited my ability to do my job effectively.* 
I would disregard a policy if the situation required it.* 

I disregarded a policy that kept me from doing my job effectively.** 

3.085 

3.339 

 

2.906 

2.453 

 
3.093 

3.370 

2.613 

3.613 

3.721 

 

2.543 

2.796 

2.697 

2.109 

3.242 
2.834 

1.922 

0.449 

0.727 

 

0.893 

0.970 

 
0.710 

0.748 

0.801 

0.579 

0.483 

 

0.540 

0.890 

0.758 

0.678 

0.824 
0.766 

0.774 

*Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. (Strongly Disagree=1, Disagree, Agree, 

Strongly Agree=4) 

**Please indicate how often the following events occurred. (Never=1, Rarely, Occasionally, Fairly Often, Often=5) 

(R) indicates that the question responses were reversed.  

 

Validity & Reliability 

 Material motivation was measured using questions from the Federal Employee 

Attitudes Survey, which are included in Brehm and Gates’ (1997) work to measure 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"%!This scale was converted into a four-point scale prior to the calculation of the index score and the means. 

In order to convert the five-point scale into a four-point scale, all “1” responses were converted to “0.8,” 

“2” into “1.6,” etc., so that the scale kept its integrity without exerting greater influx on the composite 

index variable. !
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pecuniary preferences. Reflecting the studies from which these questions were replicated, 

questions explicitly tested motives based the desire for salary, benefits, job security, and 

opportunity for promotion. The mission motivation index yielded a reliability of ! = .72. 

Like the material motivation items, the solidary motivation index is comprised 

primarily of questions from the Federal Employees Assessment Survey, utilized by 

Brehm and Gates (1997) to indicate solidary preferences. These questions measured 

concepts like friendship and respect among agents, as well the desire for camaraderie, as 

indicated by knowing the names of other agents at a particular duty station. The solidary 

motivation index was found to be reliable (! = .713).  

Public service motivation (PSM) was calculated using a scale developed by Perry 

and colleagues (2008), which has been relicated in numerous other studies and found to 

be valid and reliable (Wright and Pandey 2008; Wright and Pandey 2011; Wright, 

Moynihan, and Pandey 2012). Although Perry’s scale contains 13 items, I eliminated 

certain items that would likely not be pertinent to the experience of Border Patrol 

agents"&. The resulting scale contained 8 items, and, as expected, was found to be highly 

reliable (! = .85).  

 The mission motivation index includes questions from the Federal Employee 

Attitudes Survey, as used to measure functional preferences in Brehm and Gates (1997), 

and questions from Bertelli’s (2007) work, reflecting general themes from Wright and 

Pandey (2011) and Wright (2007). In addition, I created numerous questions for this 

index. These questions sought to measure the desire to work toward achieving in the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"& In particular, I eliminated a sub-scale that measured compassion. Unlike helping professions, such as 

social work, it is possible that these questions would not resonate with Border Patrol agents. In fact, 

compassion (particularly toward undocumented immigrants) may seem antithetical to a public service 

motivation that seeks to protect the country by preventing access by these individuals.  
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Patrol’s mission and the satisfaction that an individual felt from doing their job, 

particularly as it related to the mission of the Border Patrol. This index is found to be 

highly reliable (! = .806).  

 The dedicated behavior index includes a variety of questions, some replicated 

from the work of Brehm and Gates (1997) and some original questions. These questions 

seek to measure behavior that goes above and beyond role requirements to help co-

workers and the organization. The dedicated behavior index is reliable (! = .69). 

 The mission-consistent rule-bending index includes questions adapted from 

Oberfield (nd) as well as original questions. These questions measure not simply 

tendency to disregard policies, but specifically policies that the respondent feels are 

contrary to the mission, as well as larger rule-following identity questions. This index is 

reliable, with ! = .778. 

 Survey questions that were not included in an index were primarily questions to 

measure leadership and various organizational and extra-organizational factors that 

served as controls. Transformational leadership was measured by one item, which is 

included in Table 1, from the 2012 Federal Employees Viewpoints Survey. Transactional 

leadership was also measured by one item, included in Table 1. This question was built 

from a similar question by Brehm and Gates (1997), and measures a form of management 

by exception.  Much of the general formating, including question format and scales, was 

modeled after Oberfield (nd). Questions replicated or adapted from other work comprised 

approximately 47% of the questions included on the survey. I created 49 of 92 (53%) 

questions on the survey, without adapting content from other surveys due to the specific 
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nature of the Border Patrol; however, the formating of these questions generally 

replicated that of previous studies. 

Analysis 

 The primary statistical analysis was conducted using multiple regressions. To 

control for other factors, I also measured various organizational and extra-organizational 

factors. More information about the types of controls used and the responses to these 

control questions can be found in Appendix C. I ran a multivariate regression analysis for 

each of the two indexed dependent variables and for each individual dependent variable 

item, using the controls noted above and the independent variables in Table 1 as the input 

variables. These results are displayed in Tables 2 and 3 in Chapters 5 and 6, respectively. 

Interview data was then used to contextualize the findings of the statistical analysis."'  

Limitations 

 Like any study, this study has limitations. Only 11 individuals were formally 

interviewed, with an additional three interviewed informally. However, although the 

small sample size limits the ability to extrapolate from interview responses, the survey, 

completed by 233 Border Patrol agents, allows for greater generalization and 

contextualization of interview data. The survey provided spaces for respondents to 

comment, which were often used by respondents. This allowed survey respondents to 

have a greater voice, which could be compared to, and contrasted with, information 

gained from interviews.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"' At certain points in my analysis, I include interview data from Desert Duty. These instances are clearly 

noted in the analysis, and this data was only used when I felt that the words of the agent in Desert Duty 

were better able to articulate a trend I found within my own interviews. Desert Duty, written by Bill 

Broyles and Mark Haynes (2010), includes nineteen interviews with retired (one agent is still active) agents 

from Wellton. The basic theme of the book, Broyles and Haynes explain, is “What does it mean to be a 

Border Patrol agent?” 
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 Another potential limitation is that the survey was only distributed to members of 

the FORBPO. FORBPO members may share certain characteristics, failing to represent 

the larger diversity of Border Patrol agents. These individuals may be those who had 

more positive experiences in the Patrol and who created stronger friendships. In addition, 

response bias may exist in who elected to complete the survey. However, considerable 

variation exists within the responses, providing some confidence that the organization, 

and thus the survey, attracted a variety of people that may be more representative of the 

Border Patrol.  Furthermore, this study does not primarily attempt to extrapolate 

descriptive data to the wider Border Patrol population. Instead, the study examines the 

way that some responses provided by an individual explain other responses, using a 

regression analysis. While representativeness is still important when performing an 

analytical analysis, it is arguably not as important as in a descriptive study."(  

 The study’s sampling presents other limitations. In particular, although the 233 

agents responded to the survey, only five identified as women. This obviously limits the 

ability to generalize any findings were gender was significantly associated with a form of 

behavior. Although the results may be representative of the larger female agent 

population, this study is unable to draw conclusive results.  

 A significant concern for this study is its dependence on self-reporting. Because 

of the survey format- and the logistical impossibility of gathering this type of information 

particularly for retired agents- there is no objective data about behavior. However, 

although this certainly presents possible problems, this is the type of data largely used by 

Brehm and Gates (1997) and other prominent scholars. One potential outcome of self-

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"( A.N. Oppenheim, in his work on survey design, explains “[Analytic surveys] are less oriented toward 

representativeness and more toward finding associations and explanations, less oriented toward description 

and more toward prediction” (1966, 9) 
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report is a tendency for respondents to provide socially acceptable responses, whether or 

not they are reflective of reality. This may be particularly true for questions about 

dedicated behavior and rule following. In order to minimize this effect, all survey 

responses were anonymous and interview data was confidential, which respondents and 

interviewees were told before they began the study. The results clearly indicated comfort: 

most survey respondents responded affirmatively to questions about rule-bending, and 

interviewees frequently mentioned instances of rule-bending, with one even describing a 

decision where he could have been suspended or disciplined. 

 Related to the concern with self-reporting is the retrospective nature of the 

responses. Since the survey was distributed to a fraternal organization for retired agents, 

the respondents were no longer working in the Patrol. While some retired this year, others 

exited as long ago as the late 1950s (more information about these characteristics of 

respondents can be found in Appendix C). This type of retrospective evaluation presents 

numerous challenges for research, such as difficulty with recall and the challenge of 

reporting past attitudes because of projection from the present (Campbell 2012). 

Although these issues are certainly present in this analysis, throughout the interviews and 

survey, I asked agents to describe changes in their behavior and attitudes toward the 

Patrol throughout their career to the present, attempting to limit projection as respondents 

thought carefully about their attitudes and behavior throughout time. Furthermore, by 

studying retired individuals, I believe agents were more willing to be honest about their 

experiences in the Patrol. I conducted three informal interviews with current agents, and 

they were much less candid in their responses than the retired agents with whom I spoke. 

Finally, by distributing the survey through FORBPO, I was able to access a wide pool of 
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potential respondents (over 1200), yielding 233 completed surveys. Therefore, although 

this study had limitations, many potential concerns have been mitigated and the research 

design was arguably the most feasible design given the short period of the research.  

Conclusion 

 This chapter has outlined the research design employed to test the hypotheses 

presented in Chapter 2. Using both interviews and surveys, I examine the influence 

motivation and leadership on the prosocial behavior of U.S. Border Patrol agents. These 

methods complemented each other throughout the research process, which is echoed in 

their interwoven presentation in the following chapters. The analysis is based on eleven 

formal interviews with retired Border Patrol agents and the surveys of 233 respondents 

from the Fraternal Organization of Retired Border Patrol Officers. While some 

descriptive data is presented in the following chapters, most of the discussion is based on 

multiple regression analyses, as well as comments by agents that illuminate the way in 

which this quantitative data reflects the lived experiences of U.S. Border Patrol agents.  
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Chapter 4: Understanding Motivation 

In order to understand the ways in which motivation shapes various prosocial 

behaviors of Border Patrol agents, it is critical to examine motivation itself, shifting from 

the words of scholars of Public Administration in Chapter 2 to those of bureaucrats 

themselves. In this chapter, I will explore agents’ responses to questions about why they 

joined the Border Patrol and why they continued to work for Border Patrol, reflecting the 

joining and staying components of motivation as outlined in Chapter 2. Agents describe 

their motivation in various ways, with distinct patterns emerging. Their responses paint 

the picture of individuals largely joining the Patrol for a paycheck or the nature of the job 

that outside and away from the eyes of supervisors. As their stories progress through their 

careers, it becomes clear that their motivation changes significantly, often shaped by their 

experience with management and their perceptions of politicization. The first section of 

the chapter describe some common reasons why agents joined the Border Patrol and the 

way in which that motivation continued throughout their career. The second half of the 

chapter will examine the way that agents’ motivation changed- either the forms of 

motivation or the level of motivation- by presenting quantitative data as well as well as 

interview segments.  

Joining and Staying 

 Far removed from the image of individuals who enter the Border Patrol 

determined to keep undocumented aliens from entering the United States, the majority of 

agents I spoke with explained their entry into the Border Patrol as a calculated economic 

decision to join one of the few federal agencies hiring. When asked why he joined the 

Patrol, agent K responded, “Uh, survival, you know. I was living in Seattle, Washington 
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and I hired out of Seattle, Washington. I really didn’t know what the Border Patrol was 

doing. I thought the Border Patrol was the guys you show your driver’s license to when 

you go to Canada to buy beer” (K). This type of material motivation was commonly 

referenced by agents. Numerous agents referenced applying for multiple civil service 

exams: “Nothing was online- you had to go to the federal building [….] I took a whole 

bunch of tests you know, for Customs, for Marshalls, and for Border Patrol. And the 

Border Patrol actually called and offered me the job” (K). This agent, having applied for 

multiple jobs in the government, does not differentiate between various agencies, 

demonstrating a decision to join based around material benefits rather than the mission. 

Agents not only saw the government as hiring, but also as providing significant benefits. 

One agent, when explaining why he entered the Patrol, said, “A nice government job, that 

would be the way to go- you know, retirement, pretty short career” (H). Another agent, 

who was a Vietnam veteran, reflected a similar sentiment: “Well, I had nine years in the 

Marine Corps. I had just been in Vietnam and I had a brother that was in the Border 

Patrol and I didn’t want to lose that nine years. And I joined the Border Patrol mainly so 

that I could take my nine years toward retirement” (J). This agent, having built time 

toward his retirement in the Marine Corp, clearly indicates that his primary reason for 

joining the Patrol was the benefits, a form of material motivation. These responses by 

agents are consistent with survey responses, with 37.3% of respondents indicating salary 

or benefits as the primary reason they joined the Border Patrol (see Figure 1).   
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Often, indications of a material preference were accompanied by the desire to 

work outside in remote areas: a form of task motivation. Agent L’s response highlights 

the motivating nature of the job itself: “I had always thought about the Border Patrol 

because of the way they… they worked alone, they worked away out in remote areas and 

I always enjoyed… I like that, that appealed to me. So that’s what attracted me to it.” 

Another agent, in conjunction with indicating a material motivation, explained, “I thought 

a great outdoor adventure was what I was looking for” (J). These agents, instead of 

indicating a functional preference relating to the overall mission of the Patrol, describe a 

desire to work outside, away from the eyes of a supervisor. In fact, only two of eleven 

interviewees mentioned alien at all in their response to why they joined the Patrol. One 

agent explains how even recruiters for the Border Patrol focus on task motivation to 

attract new agents:  

Figure 1 Joining Motivation 
There are many reasons that a person might decide to join the Border Patrol. Which 

of these factors was most important in your decision? 
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One of the things we used to tell- I used to be a recruiter and I conducted hiring 
 boards […]- was to tell them all the time, “Where else are you going to get a job 
 that they’re going to give you a truck and all the gas you need,” and your boss 
 will tell you, “Get out there and don’t come back from another ten hours.” You 
 know,  you’re by yourself. It’s fun. If you like to be outdoors, that’s the greatest 
 job you can have (F).  

 
Emphasizing the fun of the job, being outside and driving a truck, Agent F highlights the 

attractive nature of an agent’s tasks. While many agents indicated a change in motivation 

when they were later asked why they stayed in the Patrol, agents who joined because of a 

task-related motive often reported staying for the same reason. 

 Responding to the question “What made you get up every morning?”, referring to 

their motivation to stay in the Patrol, many of the same agents that indicated joining the 

Border Patrol because of the nature of the job also indicated that they stayed because of 

the nature of the job. Agent H, who, when asked why he joined the Patrol, indicated the 

desire to work outdoors was “a big thing to aspire to,” went on to describe quintessential 

task motivation: 

You know, the thrill of the chase. You know, there’s people out there already 
trying to outwit me. I’m getting out there and getting them before they get away. 
So, you’re always anxious to get up, get out there and see what you had going. 
Always large anticipation. You’re cutting the line, you know, you’re hoping for 
something- maybe a narcotics load or something. Anticipation, you know, the 
thrill of the hunt, you know, matching wits with people (H).  
 

Other agents stressed the relation to hunting, with one saying, “Well, I liked to tell people 

that hunting season was always on. There’s no bag limits” (K). Easily substituting 

undocumented aliens for animals, these agents demonstrate the relative unimportance of 

their “prey,” rather displaying a love for the “sport.” Some agents argue that task 

motivation is required, since the outcome- catching undocumented aliens- cannot provide 

much satisfaction in itself.  
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The thing about the Border Patrol in those days, and I’m not talking about 
catching narcotics, I’m talking strictly about what the alien was in those days, 
which was just a worker, not a criminal […] it was just someone trying to feed 
their family and themselves, that’s all they were. So your duty itself in 
apprehending those people did not give you job satisfaction. I mean you can’t be 
proud of or you can’t get satisfaction arresting someone who is hungry. It’s not… 
it’s not built into the job. So we had to devise our own- for instance in that sign 
cut station, it became… it was almost a game between the alien and the Border 
Patrol agent to see if we were able to track those people down, and of course they 
knew we were on their trail and they were doing everything they could do to hide 
their trail. So that became- that’s where we got our job satisfaction… just being 
able to outwit or track somebody who didn’t want to be tracked. That’s where we 
got our job satisfaction. That’s what got us up in the morning, and it actually 
made a game out of it, that’s what it did (L). 
 

Not only overlooking the mission as a primary motivation force, Agent L outright 

discounts the mission’s ability to motivate, arguing instead that agents had to create their 

own forms of motivation, which for him meant the activities involved in the job itself. 

Perhaps most succinctly stated, one survey respondent simply wrote, “It was always 

about the ‘trail.’” However, not all agents indicated this type of task motivation. 

 Many of the agents, who when describing their decision to join the Border Patrol 

emphasized the material benefits of the job, reiterated the importance of these preferences 

in their decision to stay and work in the Patrol. One of the survey’s few female 

participants, writing of her decision to join the Patrol says, “In 1982, females in the 

workplace did not receive fair compensation for their work. The Border Patrol offered me 

the same compensation as male workers […] I also earned three times as much money in 

my first year than I had received in my prior office job. I needed the money as I was a 

single mother.” She later mentions the lasting nature of her material motivation: 

“Although lots of people pretend they work for the ‘love of the work,’ let’s face it. You 

work because you need the paycheck.” Discounting the role of non-material motives for 

not only herself, but even for others who “pretend” to be motivated by the work, this 
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agent clearly illuminates the importance of material motivation in her career with the 

Border Patrol. Another agent, who also indicated the importance of the salary in his 

decision to join the Patrol, spent a significant amount of time explaining different forms 

of pay in his response to what motivated him to get up every day. He explained, “My 

son-in-law is in Border Patrol and he’s been in just over five years and he’s making a 

hundred thou[sand] easy. You know, when I started, it was, I think, just over 14 thousand 

a year. A man- it’s like chi-ching at the time. And that was the base pay. You, know, 

there’s so much other pay that goes with that salary” (F). The agent continues to outline 

different forms of pay, such as night differential, Sunday pay, and overtime pay. Later, he 

says: 

Funny thing, over the years, I've run across a lot of people and say “Why don't 
you join the Border Patrol? You're busting your ass here doing whatever it is 
you're doing and you could be making twice as much.” “Aw, naw, I saw that man, 
I'm making twice what they start you at” and I say, “You dumbass, that's just base 
pay.” And once you tell them, their eyes get really big and it's like “oh shit, what'd 
I do?” And if they're smart, they'll pursue it (F).  
 

These agents, who had long careers in the Patrol, clearly remained motivated to continue 

working in the Border Patrol by material benefits. However, agents are rarely driven by 

one motive alone. Agent F, for example, also indicated a desire for the freedom to work 

outside. Moreover, although motives remain the same throughout some individuals’ 

careers, motivation is a dynamic concept that often fluctuates. 

Changing Motivation 

An individual’s motivation is subject to change throughout their career. 32.8% of 

survey respondents reported that their motivation changed throughout the time they were 

in the Patrol. While 37.3% of respondents indicated joining the Patrol for material 

benefits, only 21% of respondents said that material rewards were the most important 
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thing they got out of being in the Patrol. Although 31.3% of respondents said that they 

had entered the Patrol because of the Patrol’s mission, a significant 59.8% indicated some 

type of mission motivation as the reason they stayed in the Patrol. Furthermore, while 

individuals often do not apply for or enter jobs because of the relationships they 

anticipate to have with co-workers, feelings of camaraderie are often significant reasons 

why they enjoy and stay in their jobs, with 31.8% of respondents indicating friendship 

and respect from their co-workers as the most important things they got from being in the 

Patrol. This data is displayed in Figure 2. Moreover, while the type of an individual’s 

motivation may change over the course of their career, their overall motivation may 

decrease or increase as well.    

Figure 2 Career Motivation 
Different people want different things from their work. Here is a list of things that 

could be important. Which was the most important thing you got from your work in the 

Border Patrol? 

!
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Although only a small minority indicated that performing their civic duty was the 

more important thing they got from being in the Border Patrol, numerous survey 

respondents explained that, as other forms of motivation decreased as the Patrol became 

more politicized, they continued to work hard because of a commitment to public service. 

One explained, “At this time most of us received our job satisfaction from knowing that 

we were doing the best we could toward fulfilling our sworn duties.” This agents 

describes how, as other forms of motivation decreased, the concept of public service 

became more important in encouraging his continued work. One agent, alluding to the 

Patrol’s similarities to the military, succinctly writes, “I am a good soldier, that is all I 

wanted to be.” Like other forms of motivation, however, PSM rarely exists by itself. One 

agent, coupling notions of PSM with mission motivation, explained to me, “Well, I was a 

Marine and that was- Marines are a rare breed. We take pride in what we do, and we’re 

patriotic. And we can see the… what was going on with the illegal aliens and the harm to 

the country and the economy” (J). This agent adeptly links PSM and mission motivation, 

highlighting the similarities between these two forms of functional motivation. Although 

PSM itself was not central to motivation to stay and join the Patrol, mission motivation 

was often cited by agents as key to their continued motivation.  

Many agents indicated that the desire to achieve the mission of the Border Patrol 

became their primary motivation to work in the Patrol. One agent indicated the 

importance of mission motivation when he said that he was grateful to “do a little bit of 

good, catching some of the bad guys out there” (K). Others, in responding to the survey, 

explained that apprehending aliens became more central to their motivation as their 

career progressed, with one agent writing, “Later I began to appreciate the importance of 
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enforcing immigration law,” and another explaining that as time went on, “I became 

more focused on the larger impact of what we were doing on the border.” Often, agents 

attributed the increasing importance of the mission to the realization of the threat that 

illegal immigration posed. One respondent commented, “The longer I was in the job, the 

more I learned about the immigration situation in this country increased my motivation 

exponentially,” and another, “As I learned more about the problem, I became more 

aggressive in apprehending illegal aliens.” These agents, through describing their 

learning process on the job, indicated a shift in motivation as they recognized the 

importance of the Patrol’s mission. However, like other forms of motivation, mission 

motivation often does not exist in isolation. For one agent, mission motivation was 

accompanied by solidary motivation.  When I asked what got him up every morning, he 

said, “It was the camaraderie between the guys that were working there. And I really 

believe they don’t belong here” (E). Although few agents mentioned the Patrol’s mission 

in their decision to join the Patrol, many agents, such as Agent E, noted its importance for 

their motivation throughout their career. 

 Agent E, above, also indicated he was motivated by the camaraderie of his co-

workers, in a clear example of solidary motivation. As noted previously, 31.8% of 

respondents indicated that these benefits were the most important things that they got out 

of working in the Border Patrol. A retired supervisor explained the importance of solidary 

motivation: “I don’t have any time in the military, but I assume it was kind of like that 

military thing- they say, you know, when you go into combat, you’re not fighting for a 

cause, you’re fighting for your friends, buddies” (H). Another agent reiterated this 

sentiment:  
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 It's pretty much what goes on in a war, the same way, where people are 
 experiencing, they have something in common… they experience the same 
 separation, the same battle and all that, they can identify with those who were 
 there [….] We're closer than West Pointers are from the academy. They have their 
 long gray line, and we're called the long green line. It functions like in the military 
 [....] You never let a classmate down (M). 
 
Drawing on the well-known camaraderie in the military, Agent M describes the 

connection between agents and the way that these relationships motivate individuals, 

saying, “you never let a classmate down.” Although many agents referenced the growing 

importance of solidary motivation in their desire to continue working with the Border 

Patrol, others described an increase in material motivation.  

 While I have so far discussed changes in motivation where non-material benefits 

become paramount, a few agents did indicate that material motivation grew in importance 

throughout their career. On average, indications of material motivation declined between 

when respondents joined the Patrol (with 37.3% indicating material benefits as the most 

significant reasons they entered) and their career actually in the Patrol (with only 21% 

indicating material benefits as the most important things they got from being in the 

Patrol). Although many agents mentioned the increasing importance of the mission and 

other forms of non-material motivation, some agents indicated an increase in the salience 

of material rewards as motivation. Some of this may be due to extra-organizational 

realities, such as one agent who explained, “As my career advanced and my family grew, 

job security became more important.” However, others described frustration with the 

agency that decreased other forms of motivation and resulted in primarily working for a 

paycheck. A survey respondent, having expressed his frustration with DHS/CBP, 

explained, “Last few years spent just ‘putting in my time’ and longing for the days that 

used to be.” This agent references “putting in my time,” referring to time until retirement, 
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indicating a clear material motivation. While this agent is able to remain motivated by 

material rewards, many other agents refer to lessening overall motivation, often as a 

product of feelings of futility or boredom.  

 Numerous agents describe similarly discouraged sentiments, linked to decreased 

motivation. Many agents describe a sense of futility, which is often linked to a decrease 

in mission motivation as it becomes clear that the work agents are doing is not enough to 

achieve the mission of the patrol. When I was conducting interviews, the wife of one 

agent speculated, “We know agents over in Chula Vista and they could catch the same 

alien, you know, two or three times in the same night. So that’s probably very 

discouraging” (E). Survey respondents supported this observation, with one respondent 

explaining, “It quickly became obvious that our mission was a futile effort.” Moreover, 

many agents indicated that this feeling was not simply due to the number of aliens, but 

the restrictions placed on them by through policies created by Congress and upper-level 

management. One agent lamented, “The Service kept putting ‘road blocks’ up so that you 

couldn’t do your job. They kept making the job easier and easier, each time they said you 

can’t do this or go there.” Other agents reinterated this belief, with one going as far as to 

say, “The more I understood what was going on, the more I realized my job was just a PR 

stunt on a grand scale.” These feelings of futility, often perceived to be the consequences 

of decisions made by management, are clear indications of decreasing motivation, 

particularly for those driven by the Patrol’s mission to detect and apprehend aliens.  

 Many individuals who entered the Patrol motivated by the task of chasing and 

apprehending aliens describe motivation waning over time, either out of simple boredom 

from the job or policies that mandated boring activities. For some agents, the activity of 
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apprehending aliens simply grew tiresome. Most agents, however, described their 

boredom as a product of policy. In 1994, the Patrol- particularly in busy, urban stations 

such as El Paso- began to implement a policy called Prevention through Deterrence (see 

Appendix D for more information). This policy emphasized the visibility of agents on the 

border, with their primary function changing from apprehending aliens once they entered 

to dissuading aliens from entering at all. Although this policy was proclaimed successful 

by many,") its effect on the agents is clear in the following statements. One agent 

described the feeling of boredom in our conversation: “You know, how would you like to 

go sit on the river and look at five hundred yards to the right and five hundred yards to 

the left and all you’re supposed to do is just prevent entry?” (J). A survey respondent 

explained his decreasing motivation by writing, “Going from active patrolling to sitting 

on an X.” These individuals, many of who joined the Patrol because of their desire to be 

outside and “hunt” aliens, were restricted by policies, which eventually had the effect of 

decreasing their motivation.  

Conclusion 

 Agents’ survey responses, as well as interview comments, reflected the broad 

range of motivation outlined in Chapter 2. Contrary to the image of individuals joining 

the Border Patrol to protect the country from illegal immigration, agents largely reported 

joining the Border Patrol because of material benefits and the type of job that agents 

performed. Although motivation stayed the same for many respondents throughout their 

time in the Patrol, approximately a third of those who responded said that their 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 At the time, politicians applauded Prevention through Deterrence because it does successfully deter 

illegal immigration in that area. However, these blockades “did not really stop undocumented migrants 

from entering the Untied States; it simply channeled them into other, less visible locations along the two-

thousand-mile border” (Massey, Durand, and Malone 2002, 94).  
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motivation changed. Many signaled growth in solidary motivation and mission 

motivation, as they became more integrated into the organization and, as they explained, 

began to see the harm of illegal immigration. However, other agents referenced the 

growing importance of material motivation, often in conjunction with a decrease in other 

forms of motivation. Similarly, some respondents indicated an overall decline in 

motivation. While this analysis did not formally test the factors that influence motivation, 

agents’ comments hinted at potential factors. Numerous agents referred to boredom, often 

the result of Prevention through Deterrence policies, or feelings of futility that decreased 

motivation. Other agents referenced the increasing politicization of their mission, and its 

perceived role in the creation of policies that prevented agents from doing their job as 

they saw fit, as causes of lessening motivation. This sense of politicization and the 

resulting policies will be discussed further in Chapter 6. For now, however, we turn to 

examining the influence of motivation and leadership on dedicated behavior.  
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Chapter 5: Explaining Dedicated Behavior 

 
 One of the primary purposes of this thesis is to examine the extent to which 

motivation influences various prosocial behaviors. While the previous chapter focused on 

generating a fuller understanding of the concept of motivation, this chapter will begin to 

examine the actual behavior of agents. In particular, I will attempt to illuminate the 

various prosocial behaviors enacted by agents and examine the ways in which these 

behaviors are influenced by a variety of factors, including motivation. While I originally 

intended to solely investigate the ways in which forms of motivation affected prosocial 

behaviors, the statistical analysis and conversations with agents highlighted a multitude 

of other factors that shaped how they did their jobs.  

This chapter will specifically look at the extra-role dedicated behaviors in which 

agents engage that are good for the organization. These behaviors may be directed toward 

the organization as a whole or specific co-workers or managers. The key feature of what I 

will call “dedicated behavior” is that agents go above and beyond, outside the 

requirements of their role to act in a way that is beneficial to the functioning the Patrol. 

To measure this concept, I used a variety of questions, which are outlined more 

completely in Chapter 3 and help highlight the particular forms of behavior classified as 

dedicated behavior. These measures will be used to examine the influence of various 

factors on dedicated behavior. 

 However, before exploring the various factors that influence dedicated behavior, 

it is helpful to examine the prevalence of dedicated behaviors in the Patrol. As Figure 3 

and Figure 4 show, there exists significant variation in the responses to the different  
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Figure 3 Dedicated Behavior 
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements.  
 

Note: Respondents had the option of selecting “No Opinion.” These responses were not included in Figure 

3. The responses above, therefore, do not total 100 percent.  

Figure 4 Dedicated Behavior (Continued) 
Please indicate how often the following events occurred. 

Note: Respondents had the option of selecting “No Opinion.” These responses were not 

included in Figure 4. The responses above, therefore, do not total 100 percent.  

!
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questions that measured dedicated behavior, although reports of dedicated behavior are 

generally high. 

While most agents indicated staying after their shift, other measures of dedicated 

behavior were more varied. For example, responses to a question about the frequency of 

picking up an extra shift form almost a normal distribution, showing that those who 

indicated they often picked up extra shifts often were closely matched in number by those 

who said they never or rarely picked up a shift. The variation in responses about 

dedicated behavior is reflected in comments made by agents. For example, responses to 

whether agents approached individuals whom they thought might be undocumented 

(measuring working outside official work hours) varied significantly (see Figure 3). In an 

interview, one agent from Wellton frequently recounted stories of when he apprehended 

an alien on his day off: 

 I remember one time, on the way home, I stopped [...] and bought a Dairy Queen 
 shake, and I'm sitting there and [...] ... the rail lines coming into town. Out that 
 part, there's a grove on the one side of the tracks. And I'm sitting there, watching 
 the train come in, and all of a sudden, 15 of them come out of the grove to jump 
 on the train. [His wife interjects: And he's off work, he's not working] So, I uh 
 told David to call the Border Patrol and I went out and they had climbed into a 
 gondola car. And I went up and climbed the gondola car and told them to all get 
 out- take their  shoes and socks off and all get out (E).  
 
Agent E exhibits dedicated behavior, clearly going above what his role required of him to 

apprehend aliens on his day off. However, reflecting the variation in the survey results, 

another agent tells a very different story: 

 This one time I was stopping at my aunt and uncle's place, the next town up where 
 my mother was born [....] My uncle said, "There are some Mexicans out there, 
 they look real rough." I said, "I'll go talk to them." I went out there, their car broke 
 down a little bit. And I asked them, "Where you guys from?" They said, "oh 
 here."  "I'm from there" and this and that. "Oh really? You speak very good 
 Spanish." I said, "Not really." [...] They said, "Where'd you learn it?" I said, "A 
 Border Patrol Academy in Texas." They all got silent. I said, "What's that that's 
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 wrong? The muffler?" I said, "You can get a new one down there." [...] They got 
 that thing runnin' as fast as they possibly could. And they were gone. But, I, you 
 know, it was relaxation time [....] I may have had the statutory authority to hold 
 them. But if I put them under arrest, what am I going to do with them? (N) 
 
Whereas Agent E goes out of his way to apprehend aliens on his day off, Agent N 

acknowledges that he may have the statutory authority to question the individuals whom 

he suspects are undocumented and yet decides not to do so. Although only referencing 

one form of dedicated behavior, these stories illustrate the variation in this type of 

behavior.  

In order to understand why certain agents engaged in dedicated behavior while 

others did not, I conduct a series of regression analyses. The following sections will 

outline the variety of factors, elucidated by the words of agents, by first reviewing the 

importance of the station in influencing dedicated behavior. I will then discuss the 

influence of solidary motivation, functional motivation, and material motivation on 

dedicated behavior. Finally, I will conclude by mentioning other factors that were 

associated with mentions of dedicated behavior. 

The Importance of the Station 

The type of station in which agents begin their careers has an important effect on 

the level of dedicated behavior noted by agents. Agent who began their careers at stations 

that primarily conducted interior enforcement had moderately lower scores on the 

dedicated behavior index. The results of the statistical analysis are presented in Table 2. 

Many agents whom I spoke with described the way in which pursuing aliens encouraged 

staying late and working on days off. Agents primarily involved in interior enforcement, 

on the other hand, rarely engaged in hot pursuits, instead primarily conducting farm and 

ranch check. Therefore, although it may be possible that these agents simply were not as  
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Table 2 Factors Associated with Dedicated Behavior 
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Table 2 if they were not found to be statistically significant.  
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willing to engage in dedicated behavior, it is also likely that agents at interior stations 

were provided with less opportunities to exhibit dedicated behavior with the need to 

continue a pursuit and thus stay beyond the end of the work day. The influence of pursuit 

activity on dedicated behavior was further highlighted by comments made by agents from 

certain “static” stations.  

Although not reaching the level of statistical significance in this analysis,19 agents 

who began their careers in the El Paso or Chula Vista sectors were also less likely to 

exhibit dedicated behavior. These sectors were the first two sectors to implement 

Prevention through Deterrence strategies in the mid-1990s and continued to vigorously 

implement them (see Appendix D for more information). Comments by agents illuminate 

the effect that these policies have on the desire to exhibit dedicated behavior. One agent’s 

response to a question illuminates the nature of the work in El Paso after Prevention 

through Deterrence was implemented: 

Sarah: How do you think a large station like El Paso is different from a small 
station? 

 Agent J: Well they take all of the initiative away from the agents. They put you 
 in one spot [...] and prevent. It just takes all the initiative from the agents.  
 Sarah: In a place like El Paso?  
 J: Well I wouldn't say it takes all... You know, how would you like to go sit on 
 the river and look at five hundred yard to the right and five hundred yards to the 
 left and all you're supposed to do is just prevent entry. You gather up fifty on one 
 side and a hundred on the other the side. And there's one of you in the car or two 
 of you in the car, and all of a sudden they just run across the river and what can 
 you do? It takes all the initiative out of it.  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19 In previous analyses, which included four additional questions about management (which were 
subsequently removed for theoretical clarity), beginning a career in El Paso or Chula Vista led to 

moderately lower scores on the dedicated behavior scale (achieving statistical significance). However, with 

this additional management questions removed, these factors do not rise to the level of statistical 

significance. However, these stations near the 10% significance level and were often discussed by agents in 

interviews, as well as comments throughout the survey, and therefore a brief discussion is included.  
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Agent J highlights the frustrating nature of Prevention through Deterrence. Agents spent 

the majority of their time acting as props of Border Patrol strength, encouraging aliens to 

not cross at that point (hence, “deterrence”) and limiting the “initiative” of agents by 

requiring them to remain in one location. If aliens decide to cross, they will do so in mass 

and overwhelm the agents, making it impossible to conduct a concentrated pursuit. Agent 

H further explains the character of “static” work: “When you got relieved, there was 

really nothing pending. In order words, you either caught them or never saw them- they 

somehow eluded you. You were mostly static in other words” (H). These agents both 

compared the experiences in a large, strictly linewatch station to the reality of the work in 

a station such as Wellton, which entailed mostly sign-cutting, allowing agents to continue 

moving and following trails to completion. For agents who joined the Patrol for this type 

of pursuit work, the static nature of deterrence meant little satisfaction. One agent 

explains, “At the end of the day, in a place like El Paso or out in San Diego [Chula Vista] 

out there, you know I doubt that there’s anybody that would say ‘I did a really good job 

today’” (L). The result is not only that agents could go home because there were no 

pursuits “pending,” but that agents did not feel motivated by the work, which, as well see, 

influences dedicated behavior.  

 Nearing the level of statistical significance (p= 0.052), the analysis suggests that 

individuals who started at small stations were substantially more likely to report that they 

picked up extra shifts if it was needed. This behavior, while often directed toward helping 

fellow co-workers, is extremely beneficial to the organizational and is necessary for its 

successful functioning. Some agents point to the fact that this type of behavior may be 

more necessary in small stations. For example one agent, who was a supervisor at 
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Wellton, describes that the reality of small stations is that everyone had to do a little 

extra: 

 I had six agents- six agents, yeah, and me. Everybody worked the same shift. You 
 know, so you had to finish whatever you were doing. You couldn’t- there was no 
 lifeline. There were times, I’m sure, where you worked around the clock before 
 you got everything cleaned up and were able to go home [….] You don’t have the 
 luxury of knowing someone is there. You have to be done before you can go 
 home (H).  
 
However, it is also understandable that dedicated behavior- and particularly picking up 

extra shifts- would be more prevalent in stations where individuals know each other and 

are invested in helping each other, compared to “large stations [where] a lot of the agents 

don’t even know each other. They’re just kind of passing ships in the dark, they’re faces 

out in the group” (F). One survey respondent draws the distinction between small and 

large stations, writing, “Depending on the duty station some of my best friends have been 

in smaller stations where you relied on each other as friends, family babysitters. When I 

got a promotion to Ysleta station [a larger station in the El Paso sector] I noticed the 

camaraderie changed significantly where agents did the minimum and went home.” This 

agent’s comment links feelings of camaraderie with the type of work done by agents, 

noting that in larger stations with less camaraderie, agents “did the minimum and went 

home,” a pattern of behavior that is the antithesis of dedicated behavior. Understandably, 

agents in small stations, where families spent time together and everyone knew each 

other’s names, were more likely to reach out to help co-workers by picking up an extra 

shift. The influence of camaraderie on dedicated behavior will be discussed more in the 

following section on solidary motivation. 
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The Influence of Solidary Motivation on Dedicated Behavior 

 Supporting the second hypothesis, solidary motivation appears to be moderately 

correlated with certain forms of dedicated behavior. The statistical analysis shows that 

respondents with higher solidary motivation scores have slightly greater composite 

dedicated behavior scores. In particular, respondents with high solidary motivation were 

moderately more likely to report staying after to process aliens or complete paperwork. 

Conversations with agents showed that agents motivated by solidary preferences often 

connect completing paperwork to assisting co-workers and building relationships. 

Numerous agents explained how leaving paperwork or processing to the next shift was 

frowned upon, with agents preferring instead “catching and cleaning,” a fishing reference 

that highlighted the need to not only apprehend aliens but also to process them. Agents 

motivated primarily by solidary rewards, likely concerned for the negative reputation 

created by failing to “catch and clean” and instead leaving work for others, were 

understandably more likely to report frequently staying late to process aliens or complete 

paperwork.  

 Although not rising to the level of statistical significance in these regression 

analyses, many agents described the connection between relationships with other agents 

and staying late pursuing an alien. One agent explains how relationship with co-workers 

drives the desire to stay late: “You know, when you’re out there fighting crime- you 

know you are fighting crime but you’re also staying there and staying late and doing all 

of those other things because the peer pressure and the camaraderie and the looking out 

for your buddy, you don’t want him to be out there alone” (H). This agent explains that, 

while agents are out in the field pursuing aliens, they are actually staying late partly 
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because of the other agents who are out there with them. Another agent, originally 

discussing camaraderie, explains the way that camaraderie encourages agents to continue 

their work. He describes Wellton station at the time: 

You know, we socialized as a group at times, you know, where people were 
 invited to go to people's weddings, baptizings, birthday parties, and holidays and 
 stuff like that. Which not very many places do. And nowadays, it's just unheard of 
 almost. So we knew each other's families. It was a little tighter. And I really liked 
 that. You'd be out there in the middle of nowhere, chasing something in your 
 sixteenth hour of work and they didn't ask you ‘Hey, how come this guy's not 
 coming back? What's going on?' Their concern was, you know, 'Hey, how can we 
 get this guy back-up? Does he need anything?' Because they knew that the guy's 
 staying there chasing because by then it wasn't a game anymore. It's serious 
 business (K).  

 
Although not responding to any question about dedicated behavior- or even behavior in 

general- this agent connects camaraderie and solidary preferences to the dedicated 

behavior it allowed agents to engage in. In particular, the support of other agents 

encouraged this agent to continue pursuing an alien, even though he had clearly exceeded 

what was mandated by his job description. Overall, the statistical analysis and comments 

by agents support the second hypotheses, indicating a connection between solidary 

motivation and various forms of dedicated behavior.  

The Influence of Functional Motivations on Dedicated Behavior 

 The different forms of functional motivation were shown to have a significant 

influence on dedicated behavior, affecting more facets of behavior than solidary 

motivation. Because functional motivation is such a broad concept, this discussion will be 

divided into its subcategories, reflecting the content of the statistical analysis. 

 Individuals who indicated higher levels of task motivation reported a greater 

likelihood of staying after the end of a shift to pursue an alien. This association is 

anticipated- those individuals who enjoy the job because of they activities they participate 
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in- particularly the pursuit of aliens- are more likely to stay after their shift to engage in 

these activities. In his response to a question about what he enjoyed about the Patrol, one 

agent replied, “If you like to be outside and always be busy and be with very limited 

supervision and just do your job the best you can, that’s the job. And that’s what we did 

in those days. We’d be- you’d be getting into a vehicle in the early morning at the 

beginning of the shift and you’d be gone for 12, 14, 16 hours sometimes before you ever 

got back” (K). This agent links his desire to be outside, tracking aliens with limited 

supervision to dedicated behavior- working 12 to 16 hour days- implying that he enjoys 

working these long hours because of the type of work involved in being a Border Patrol 

agent. Thus, it appears that task motivation affects dedicated behavior, particularly 

behavior related to pursuits. 

 Another component of functional motivation, public service motivation influences 

dedicated behavior in an equally predictable way. When controlling for other forms of 

functional motivation, individuals with greater PSM were more likely to note that they 

felt like they worked hard every hour of their shift. Like task motivation, this finding is 

largely consistent with what we know of individuals who express high levels of PSM. 

One survey respondent explained that even though he was discouraged by the actions of 

Congress, “I still did my job because the public paid my salary via taxes and deserved to 

get their money’s worth.” Although this individual described a feeling of frustration, and 

likely lower levels of motivation overall, this comment expresses the idea that, for those 

individuals who are motivated by their ability to serve the public, they should be working 

hard enough to give the public “their money’s worth.” Once again, it is important to 

remember how this survey question was phrased. The question does not ask if they 
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actually spent every hour of their shift working hard, but rather if they felt like they 

worked hard every hour. Therefore, while this analysis may not conclusively prove that 

individuals with high levels of PSM actually work harder, or perform more dedicated 

actions, it does show that they think they work harder, often conceptualizing their hard 

work as being done in the public interest, making the best use of the public’s money.  

 Individuals with high levels of mission motivation were moderately more likely to 

report dedicated behavior. Perhaps out of all the forms of functional motivation, the 

effect of mission motivation is most anticipated, as we would logically expect those 

individuals who feel most driven by the mission, and likely most committed to the goals 

of the organization, to be the ones to go furthest out of their way to assist the agency to 

achieve those goals. In particular, those who indicate high mission motivation are less 

likely to indicate that they often left shortly after their shift was over.20 One agent, who 

exhibited mission motivation, explains: 

 When I first got to Yuma, and a while after that, there was a really strong work 
 ethic. You know, the whole point being you followed a trail to completion – you 
 either found where they got loaded up and hit the highway or you found where 
 they got on a free train and got out of there or you catch them. You didn't just 
 chase until – oh I think it's time to go home. I think I'll go home and get 
 something to eat and go to sleep. You would, you know, try to continue and 
 follow them out. And then you really didn't want to – you could turn them over to 
 nightshift – but you really didn't want to do, you had ethic that you wanted to 
 follow it out to completion. So you did. You know, you worked long hours (H).  
 
This agent describes the desire to keep working a trail, which he identifies as a product of 

a “strong work ethic” that prevents agents from leaving when their shift was completed. 

Agent H acknowledges that an agent was able to turn the trail over to the nightshift, but 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 This is not represented in Table 2 because this association did not meet the p <0.05 level  (p= 0.088). 

However, like the relationship between El Paso and Chula Vista and dedicated behavior, this association 

was statistically significant in previous regressions that included additional management variables. Because 

of these reasons, the association between mission motivation and staying late will be briefly discussed here.  
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instead choose to continue pursuing the trail, displaying a clear form of extra-role, 

organizationally functional behavior.  

 Although not always captured by the statistical analysis, agents provided other 

stories where functional motivation acted as an important influence on dedicated 

behavior. Agents who indicate high levels of functional motivation- agents who are truly 

dedicated to the work of the Border Patrol, whether they conceive of it as the specific 

jobs they were doing, the opportunity to work for the public service, or the desire to work 

toward the mission of the Border Patrol- consistently spoke of times when they had gone 

above and beyond to act in the benefit of the organization, their co-workers, or even an 

alien. At times, this extreme motivation may have gone too far, with dedicated behavior 

putting agents themselves in jeopardy. An agent from Wellton told this memorable story: 

 I remember one particular instance where I had cut the sign of an alien... we I had 
 found two aliens- two young men- who had crossed the border with their mother. 
 They had made it out and they had got to town and they called us- they called me- 
 they had left their mother in the desert, they were in trouble. So I backtracked 
 them back to where I found her sign and she had gone on. They had gone out to 
 get help. She was wearing little rubber shower shoes. So I stayed on her trail all 
 the way through the floor of the valley in that particular desert, through a 
 mountain range, and got other agents to help me on the trail and we didn't lose her 
 sign until she got in the rocks. And I don't know to this day if she made it out 
 because she was within a couple miles of the interstate- of Interstate 8 […] I had 
 to even call one of the Border Patrol pilots out to help- I had gotten myself in 
 trouble in the heat and I had to sit down and get some shade and the pilot had to 
 stay above me, watching me, to see if I got back up. In that kind of instance, we 
 go way outside of what the employer would require of us. You would never quit 
 on the trail (L).  
 
This story- a clear memory that remains with the agent to this day, down to the 

recollection of rubber shower shoes- explores behavior that clearly surpasses the 

expectations of the Patrol, even putting the agent in danger in the extreme summer heat. 

Agent L, who at numerous points throughout the interview conceptualized rescues as an 
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integral part of his mission with the Patrol, links this motivation to highly dedicated 

behavior. By linking this type of rescue to the larger mission of the Patrol, Agent L 

explains the way in which this dedicated behavior is not only directed toward the 

individual he is trying to find, but rather the success of the organization as a whole. While 

some agents described motivation similar to Agent L, other agents spoke primarily about 

the material benefit of working for the Border Patrol. This influence of material 

motivation on dedicated behavior will be discussed in the following section.   

The Influence of Material Motivation and Resources on Dedicated Behavior 

 Although material motivation and perception of agency resources are not 

explicitly linked, they have a similar influence on dedicated behavior, with both high 

material motivation and a perception of the Border Patrol as having enough resources 

decreasing the likelihood of a respondent reporting that they tried to come into work even 

when they were not feeling well. Indeed, like many of the other factors affecting 

dedicated behavior, these results seem to make sense. Agents who are driven by the 

desire for material benefits- particularly in an agency such as Border Patrol with no 

material performance incentives- are less likely to engage in dedicated behavior that goes 

outside the required role for which they are paid, and are particularly less likely to engage 

in behavior that actual means relinquishing what could be considered a material benefit- a 

paid sick day- since it can be easily converted to an equivalent monetary value.  

 Those individuals who felt as though the Border Patrol had enough resources, 

which includes manpower, were less likely to report When I didn’t feel well in the 

morning, I still tried to come in to work because I knew my contribution would be missed. 

The full question is key here because it is likely that someone who perceived the Border 
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Patrol as having enough agents would not believe that their contribution would be 

missed. In stations that are likely “over-resourced” now, where they have achieved 

operational control of the border, it is understandable that agents would feel like their 

contribution would not be missed if they called out sick. One agent, who recently retired 

from a supervisory role, observed: 

 Toward the end of my career- I retired in the end of 2002- the joke- and other 
 sectors that had been built up and then had a large amount of resources- the joke 
 was that guys were sitting and studying for their Master’s degrees. You know, 
 that’s what they would do on the line while they were watching the border 
 because there was nobody to chase, nothing to do (H).  
 
While agents are likely not actually studying on the line, the point is clear: many agents 

today are not busy because these stations are built up beyond the current need. This trend 

is present still today and was reflected in a conversation I had with a current supervisory 

training agent at the Yuma Station. While I was not able to record our conversation, the 

comments made by this agent have stuck with me. The agent explained that they are 

having trouble training new agents because there is so little activity in Yuma’s area of 

responsibility. Unlike the stations that Agent H spoke of when he referenced the end of 

his career in 2002, Yuma remained extremely busy throughout the mid-2000s. However, 

with the assistance of new technology and significant manpower, Yuma has triumphantly 

achieved operational control of its area of responsibility. The unintended consequence, 

however, is that, because of the lack of activity, supervisors are now running exercises 

where journeymen agents act as undocumented aliens, while trainees attempt to 

apprehend them. Taking part in activities that do not seem to be contributing to the 

overall mission of the Patrol, it is unlikely that these agents would report that they were 

concerned about missing a day of work because their contribution would be missed. 
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Thus, it is understandable that an agent’s perception of “enough” resources has a negative 

impact on certain aspects of that individual’s dedicated behavior.  

The Influence of Other Factors on Dedicated Behavior 

 The statistical analysis on dedicated behavior revealed one particularly 

unexpected finding: individuals who identify as Hispanic were significantly less likely to 

indicate that they stayed late to process aliens or complete paperwork and, overall, 

indicated less composite dedicated behavior. One may think that some type of 

identification with the individuals whom the Border Patrol seeks to apprehend decreased 

dedicated behavior. However, the statistical analysis powerfully refutes this argument. 

Identifying as Hispanic has no statistically significant impact on any of the tested 

attitudes about undocumented aliens or illegal immigration.21 A closer examination of the 

results of the statistical analysis may point to an explanation. Hispanics indicated lower 

scores for staying to complete paperwork- a question that points to an administrative 

issue, as this activity does not directly effect the primary role of the agent to apprehend 

aliens. Therefore, I believe this effect is likely the result of the culture of inclusivity in the 

station. One white agent, although not asked about the role of race or ethnicity in the 

nature of his work, spent much of our interview explaining the racial dynamics of 

particular stations. He explained: 

Laredo was heavily dominated- back when I came in- heavily dominated by 
 Hispanic, Mexican Administration […] Prior to that, you know, Border Patrol was 
 largely an Anglo agency, but they started hiring up Hispanics […] So, you know, 
 definitely that kind of culture going on, which is going to influence the agency 
 culture. You’re going to have that... what’s the word I’m looking for- not 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21 This sentence references additional regressions that were conducted to examine attitudes toward 

undocumented aliens and illegal immigration. Although these analyses are no longer part of my larger 

thesis, they provide helpful insight into understanding the connection between ethnicity and dedicated 

behavior.  
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 nationality, but ethnic backgrounds- is going to have an effect on the agency 
 culture (G).  

 
This agent continued to primarily discuss the effect of race and ethnicity of the 

supervisory staff, as well as agents, on the culture of the station, finally saying, “There is 

definitely racism in the Border Patrol. Racial divides” (G) (although, when asked to 

clarify, this agent explained that he meant racism against white agents perpetrated by 

Hispanic agents and administrators). Other agents peppered their stories with comments 

such as these. One agent’s wife asked her husband, “Now when [you] came to this place, 

you didn’t have any colored guys here, did you?” and Agent E responded, “No, no blacks 

at all” (E). This type of attention paid to race- even explicitly called racism by Agent G- 

can certainly create situations where some individuals feel more included in the station 

camaraderie than others. If Hispanic agents did not feel included in a station with mostly 

white co-workers and managers, and therefore did not create the relationships that this 

chapter has shown are importance determinants of dedicated behavior, then I believe it is 

fair to conclude that these agents may not be as willing to perform dedicated actions, and 

particularly actions that are primarily beneficial to co-workers rather than the mission 

itself.  

Conclusion 

 As the descriptive data in the beginning of this chapter show, agents, through 

surveys and interviews, generally report high levels of dedicated behavior. That being 

said, there is significant variation within different forms of dedicated behavior. When 

examining the importance of motivation, leadership and other organizational and 

demographic factors, numerous factors are shown to be significantly associated with 

dedicated behavior. As predicted by Hypothesis 2, solidary motivation is shown to 
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increase the likelihood of dedicated behavior, particularly those behaviors which are seen 

as helping co-workers. Individuals with high levels of task motivation report staying late 

to pursue aliens, individuals motivated strongly by PSM are more likely to say that they 

felt like they worked hard every hour of their shift, and those with high mission 

motivation reported greater composite dedicated behavior, supporting Hypotheses 3 and 

5, respectively. Material motivation, as predicted, has a negative effect on dedicated 

behavior, particularly on the effort to come to work when not feeling well. Various 

organizational and demographic factors also influenced dedicated behavior. These effects 

were not hypothesized, yet may intersect with the influence of motivation. For example, 

in stations where pursuits were less common, agents exhibited less dedicated behavior, 

which is perhaps a product of decreased task motivation. Likewise, agents in small 

stations were more likely to report picking up a shift- a behavior often directed toward 

co-workers and potentially due to the influence of small stations on solidary motivation. 

These findings, therefore, suggest areas for further research. However, before recounting 

the various areas of research that this thesis points to, we will discuss prosocial behaviors 

that deviate from organizational policy. 
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Chapter 6: Explaining Mission-Consistent Rule-Bending 
 
 The street-level bureaucracy literature, referenced in Chapter 3, largely focuses on 

the discretion exercised by street-level bureaucrats as they implement policy. This 

literature intersects with the literature on prosocial behaviors, questioning how 

bureaucrats attempt to implement policy in a prosocial way. As the street-level 

bureaucracy literature documents, implementing policy is far from clear. Conversations 

with agents emphasized this reality. One agent emphatically explained, “Guess what? 

Immigration laws, on paper, they’re concise. They’re clear-cut. To a point, they make all 

the sense in the world. Then you get out in the real world, and they’re just words on toilet 

paper, that’s how it is” (F). This agent’s comment underscores the ambiguous nature of 

implementing policy. Indeed, the majority of agents described rule-bending as a product 

of a larger effort to implement policy in an ambiguous, and sometimes hostile, political 

environment.  

Agents explained that, often, implementing the law to the best of their ability 

meant looking past agency policies. One survey respondent, describing his attempt to do 

his job, wrote, “I learned early on that what people didn’t know didn’t hurt them.” 

Predicted by comments by agents, the survey results point to the reality of rule-bending 

in an effort to effectively do the job of the Border Patrol. These results are displayed in 

Figures 5 and 6. The survey responses do not paint the picture of bureaucrats frequently 

breaking from policy. They instead show that most respondents consider themselves to be 

rule-followers generally, and only few respondents indicated actually deviating from 

policy often or very often (Figure 6). However, respondents clearly expressed the attitude 

that they would disregard policy if the situation required it and rejected any absolute  
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Figure 5 Rule-Bending Behavior 
Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements. 

Note: Respondents had the option of selecting “No Opinion.” These responses were not included in 

Figure 5. The responses above, therefore, do not total 100 percent.  

!

Figure 6 Rule-Bending Behavior (Continued) 
Please indicate how often the following events occurred.  

Note: Respondents had the option of selecting “No Opinion.” These responses were 

not included in Figure 6. The responses above, therefore, do not total 100 percent.  

!
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notion that a Border Patrol agent must strictly adhere to policy. Unfortunately, as 

reflected in the survey results and in agents’ remarks, agents often felt as though policies 

mandated by upper-level management restricted them from doing their job 

In light of policies that they felt restricted their ability to do their job, agents 

described the necessity of rule-bending. One agent explains, “When I failed to follow 

policies or directives it was because they were preventing me from doing my job.” 

Another writes, “I did not set out to intentionally violate policy and procedures on a 

regular basis however there were times when I was a calculated ‘risk taker.’” Agents 

worked hard to differentiate these policies from law, which they felt as though they were 

enforcing to the best of their ability. One agent expressed his frustration with what he 

perceived to be a political system creating policies that prevented him from doing his job: 

“I became disgusted at politics in trying to influence how Border Patrol agents performed 

our duties that were performed in compliance with written law.” These experiences of 

attempting to achieve the mission of the Patrol while going around the policies dictated 

by the same institution were commonly mentioned throughout conversations and provide 

the foundation for this chapter. In this chapter, I will first analyze commonly mentioned 

cases of mission-consistent rule-bending, then examine the various factors that influence 

mission-consistent rule-bending, and finally look at other situations of rule-bending.  

Cases Studies in Mission-Consistent Rule-Bending 

When asked about situations in which they bent rules or deviated from prescribed 

policies, numerous agents mentioned the same moments in time. First, agents often 

mentioned the new pursuit policy introduced in the 1990s that prohibited agents from 
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pursuing vehicles that were showing disregard for human life.  One past supervisor 

describes the policy: 

Agent H: Yeah, no high speed chases. You could chase- do a high speed chase, 
 do any chase- up until the point where they broke a law. So, if they exceeded the 
 speed limit- most of them over on the California side [….] They would just drive 
 up to the freeway fence and burst through it go the wrong way on the freeway.  

Sarah: So you could pursue until they broke the law. What’s the logic behind 
 that? 

Agent H: Well, if they broke the law, they were showing wanton disregard- 
 wanton disregard is going to endanger the public, it was going to endanger the 
 aliens, it was going to endanger the agents, so it wasn’t worth it.  

 
This agent, a past supervisor on the sector level, discussed this policy seemingly without 

judgment. However, when asked about policies that prevented them from being able to 

do their jobs, agents routinely mentioned this pursuit policy. One agent explains the 

frustration felt by agents after this policy was implemented: 

 They changed the pursuit policy to where if the bad guys would do something 
 stupid on the road and, like […] go the wrong way on the freeway or go five or 
 ten miles over the speed limit or pass on the shoulder or any kind of endangering 
 maneuver, that’s it. The rule was you just pulled back and let them go. So of 
 course, that didn’t stop the bad guys from doing it more. As a matter, they 
 actually did it a lot more when they realized that, you know. So for quite a few 
 years, it got so bad as a matter of fact, that essentially the policy was changed and 
 now they’re back to where, you know, although there are other safety [protocols] 
 put into the process for protection, they can’t get just get away with what they 
 used to do (K). 
 
The language this agent uses exposes his frustration with the policy, and he finally notes 

that the policy actually meant that more “bad guys” were able to get away so the policy 

changed back to what he implies was a sensible prior policy. Emphasizing that the policy 

allowed aliens and smugglers to get away, the agent seems particularly frustrated that the 

policy prevents him from not only doing his job, but catching those who pose the greatest 

threat.  
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 When asked about disregarding a policy that they saw as preventing them from 

doing their jobs, two agents pointed to the various legalization provisions under the 1986 

Immigration Reform and Control Act (IRCA). Additional information about IRCA can be 

found in Appendix D. An agent who had worked in sector management explained the 

frustrating nature of IRCA’s implementation: 

 When they passed the amnesty program, they hired all these people to make- 
 'we're out to make numbers! We're out to legalize the maximum number we can'- 
 so they turned a blind eye to the people that were lying, the people who had shaky 
 paperwork, people who were obviously scheming the government- they kind of 
 turned a blind eye to that. The Border Patrol- they didn't like it. They said 'There's 
 rules, you gotta follow the rules.' So you could break these people off of their 
 claims pretty easy, and so we would find somebody who made a claim- walking 
 around, they always had these big manila envelopes full of all their stuff, they're 
 coming from the legalization office or something- so you'd stop and talk to them, 
 and just, you know, within the first two sentences, you'd know this guy was 
 totally bogus. So you'd take to the station and do a sworn statement and he'd 
 swear under oath, 'yeah, I lied, I bought this stuff and this and that and the other 
 thing.' So you’d take him to the station and do a sworn statement and he’d swear 
 under oath, ‘Yeah, I lied, I bought this stuf and this that and the other thing.” And 
 they [the INS] would said 'No! He's a number, he's already been done.  Don't 
 worry about it, kick him loose. And we don't want to hear this anymore. Quit 
 stopping those people with manila folders.' So, we did. I said, 'well, I guess if you 
 want to come to the United States, all you need is to a buy a manila folder and 
 stick it full of newspaper, and Border Patrol can't stop you’ (H).  
 
Interestingly, this agent describes this frustrating situation by saying that after the Border 

Patrol, who he explains wanted individuals to follow the rules, was told to stop 

investigating legalization cases, they stopped doing so. It is important to once again note 

that this agent had worked in sector management. Other agents did not reflect the same 

willingness to stop investigating these cases when told to do so by higher-level 

management. Another agent describes the situation: 

Agent K: When that came through, the instructions came from up top was “All 
 the people that made the claim that they worked in agriculture for three months 
 every year during this period of time [...] qualified for this amnesty. They just had 
 to prove that they worked in agriculture for three months out of every year during 
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 this time. And they're good to go. And it's not your job to question that.” Well, we 
 did anyway.  
 
 Sarah: So you were told not to inquire about it? 
 
 Agent K: Oh yeah, the official line was “yeah, don't mess with it. If they made a 
 claim, let them pursue that claim. Let somebody else make the determination”- it's 
 not our job to do that. Some agents did ignore it but most did not. There was just 
 way too much resentment really, I remember, at the time, just because of all this 
 rampant fraud. It needed to be addressed, somebody needed to know about it. You 
 couldn't just, you know, close your eyes (K).  
 
Unlike Agent H, Agent K explains that although they were told from “up top” to not 

question the claims made by those seeking legal status through IRCA, agents felt like 

they could not look past what they felt were clear violations of the laws they were tasked 

with enforcing. Agent K explains that although some agents ignored what they believed 

to be instances of fraud, most did not because of the feeling as that someone needed to 

address the situation, “somebody needed to know about it.” Thus, these agents violated 

instructions and continued to question aliens who had applied for status about their 

claims, in a clear exhibition of mission-consistent rule-bending.  

 Although not all instances of rule-bending violate rules instituted by the highest 

levels of management or Congress, the most commonly cited examples are those created 

in Washington, reflecting the feeling of agents that these bodies were unconcerned about 

their actual ability to enforce the law. One survey respondent writes, “Our lawmakers in 

Washington have not allowed us to enforce the laws on the books.” Another says, 

“People in Washington were our worst enemies.” Described in the cases above, this 

sentiment is often the basis of mission-consistent rule-bending. In order to understand 

why some agents bend the rules and other do not, the next section will discuss various 

influences on rule-bending. 
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Factors Influencing Mission-Consistent Rule-Bending 

 Unlike dedicated behavior, which was influenced by a wide variety of factors, 

rule-bending was found to primarily be influenced by a few. Statistical analyses show 

that ratings of leadership were found to be strongly associated with almost every measure 

of rule-bending. The results of these analyses are displayed in Table 3.  

Table 3 Factors Associated with Rule-Bending 
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! B S.E. B S.E. B S.E. B S.E 

Female -1.577* .570 -3.159* .910 1.107 .849 1.700* .740 

Material Motivation 

Solidary Motivation 

Task Motivation 

PSM 

Mission Motivation 

-.058 

-.082 
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 B S.E. B S.E. B S.E. 

Female -2.325* .936 .440 .863 -.919 .838 

Material Motivation 

Solidary Motivation 

Task Motivation 

PSM 

Mission Motivation 

.180 

-.059 

.220 

-.109 

-.308 

.209 

.327 

.141 

.169 

.302 

.104 

.120 

.403* 

.043 

-.513 

.194 

.315 

.130 

.157 

.283 

-.260 

.111 

.153 

.100 

-.356 

.189 

.295 

.127 

.156 

.274 

Transform. L. 

Transactional L. 

-.396* 

-.054 

.113 

.150 

-.231* 

-.300* 

.106 

.138 

-.261* 

-.255 

.102 

.138 

 

* denotes statistically significant at p < 0.05. 

Note: Each regression also includes the control variables, described in detail in Appendix C. These were not included in 

Table 3 if they were not found to be statistically significant.  
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As Table 3 indicates, leadership has a consistent influence on rule-bending. 

Individuals who reported higher levels of management leadership- both transactional and 

transformational- were less likely to respond affirmatively to numerous indicators of 

mission-consistent rule-bending, which is reflected in negative associations with the 

composite score. Surprisingly, transactional and transformational leadership seemed to 

operate in similar ways. For the items associated with both forms of leadership, the 

influence of each form of leadership was similar. This finding provides support for the 

argument that management, overall, matters for the behavior of bureaucrats. One agent’s 

comments reflect this finding. Responding to a question about what shapes the culture of 

a station, Agent G says, “Well, certainly your command staff- you know leadership 

through your command staff is going to be part of it.” He follows up later, repeating, 

“And like I said, command. Command staff- the Chief and the A Chiefs- how they run 

things [….] Those Patrol Agent in Charges are going to affect how that station culture- 

the culture of that station also” (G). This agent’s comments highlight the importance of 

management in creating an overall culture in the sector and the station, likely shaping 

practices of rule-bending. While the similarities in the analysis provide support for the 

argument that management matters for bureaucratic behavior, examining the items where 

these two forms of leadership diverge allows us to see how transformational and 

transactional leadership operate differently.  

Agents who reported high levels of transactional leadership were slightly more 

likely to indicate the belief that it is important for Border Patrol agents to follow the rules 

“no matter what.”  This finding is consistent with the way scholars theorize transactional 

leaders. These leaders, focusing on contractual relationships (Bass and Avolio 1994), 
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emphasize the importance of adhering to standards and role requirements. Therefore, 

agents who have been working in a highly transactional environment are understandably 

more likely to respond affirmatively that a Border Patrol agent should rigidly adhere to 

organizational policy.22 Likewise, the finding that transformational leadership does not 

affect this attitude reflects the way transformational leaders are theorized: that they 

emphasize applying rules in creative ways to further the mission of the organization. 

Therefore, although not necessarily supporting Hypothesis 10 that transformational 

leadership will encourage mission-consistent rule-bending, the results do point to the 

possibility that individuals managed by transformational leaders are less likely to see 

their job as one that must be performed narrowly within existing organizational 

regulations. 

The statistical analysis also shows that individuals who reported greater 

transformational leadership, and not transactional leadership, were moderately less likely 

to agree that policies passed down by management frequently limited their ability to do 

their jobs. One possible explanation is that transformational leaders actually passed fewer 

ineffective policies. However, this is unlikely, particularly since many of the policies that 

agents identified as limiting their ability to do their job were agency-wide and therefore 

not the product of one manager. More likely is that transformational leaders were better 

able to articulate the reasoning behind particular policies, fitting with what we know of 

transformational leadership. One of the defining characteristics of transformational 

leadership is the ability to communicate an appealing vision to followers (Bass 1996, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
22 This argument, however, assumes a particular direction of this relationship: managers shape the attitudes 

of employees. However, employees who feel as though Border Patrol agents should strictly adhere to 

organizational policy potentially perceive their leaders as more transactional. This issue of causation will be 

discussed further in the following paragraphs.  
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741); this ability may be paired with a greater ability to communicate not just the policies 

of the organization, but also the reasoning behind those policies. Whereas a transactional 

leader may simply explain the requirements of new policy, a transformational leader may 

explain why the policy came into being. Recall that Agent H, for example, did not simply 

describe the pursuit policy, but explained that doing otherwise was “going to endanger 

the public, it was going to endanger the aliens, it was going to endanger the agents, so it 

wasn’t worth it” (H). In the analysis, the result of identifying fewer policies as ineffective 

may be less actual rule-bending. Note that for the one question that asked specifically 

about frequency of behavior (“I disregarded a policy…”) instead of attitudes about rule-

bending, transformational leadership was associated with less rule-bending, while 

transactional leadership did not have an effect. Therefore, it is possible that 

transformational leaders are better able to articulate why seemingly ineffective policies 

exist, decreasing actual occurrences of mission-consistent rule-bending.  

It should be noted that, since all survey responses were self-reported, it is not 

entirely clear the directionality of these findings. The majority of literature on public 

management relies on the assumption that the leadership of management influences the 

behavior of subordinates. The relationship between leadership and rule-following may, 

however, be not be causal. Leadership- particularly the measures of transformational 

leadership- is not an objective measurement, and is reported by individual agents, which 

means that an agent’s perception of management likely shapes how they respond to 

questions about leadership. Creating or even endorsing policies perceived as ineffective 

and pandering might reduce positive perceptions of management, decreasing reports of 

both forms leadership.  Therefore, individuals who perceive certain policies as stupid 
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may ignore those policies, engaging in rule-bending, and may also provide negative 

reports about the management who encouraged these policies. In this case, reports of 

poor leadership do not necessarily result in rule-bending, but are instead a product of 

ineffectual policies and subsequent rule-bending. One agent describes nonsensical 

policies that resulted in negative opinions of management: 

 We had one chief that said we had to wear cowboy hats at our checkpoints. It was 
 just stupid, you know, to have us wearing a cowboy hat. Either you wear a ball 
 cap or no hat at all because it just got in the way. [...] Or our radio system was just 
 poor. [...] This is back when cell phones were starting to come into play. And we 
 were using a lot of the cell phones. And they came out with a policy that you can't 
 use your cell phone. Well what the heck? I'm out there in the middle of nowhere 
 and the radio system's not working. If I need contact, what am I going to do? [....] 
 And, believe me, there's a whole bunch of others (G).  
 
This agent, describing a series of frustrating policies, frames these comments within a 

larger discussion about “bad managers,” showing that “stupid” policies reflect poorly on 

the managers who create or support them. Therefore, these policies may simultaneously 

encourage rule-bending and decrease positive perceptions of leadership- particularly 

reports about the ability to inspire, motivate and increase commitment - obscuring the 

direction cause-effect relationship between good (or poor) management and rule-

following (or bending).  

 Certain forms of motivation were also shown to influence mission-consistent rule-

bending, although not as predicted. Task motivation was the only form of motivation 

shown to increase rule-bending: individuals with high levels of task motivation were 

moderately more likely to indicate that they occasionally disregarded policies passed 

down by management and that they would disregard a policy if the situation required it. 

While not hypothesized, this finding seems reasonable: individuals who enjoyed the tasks 

of their job were not likely to respect policies that impeded their ability to complete their 
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tasks in the way that they best saw fit, such as preventing them from pursuing a vehicle 

when they got satisfaction from the “chase.”  

 The regression analyses point to one other factor that appeared to influence 

numerous responses of mission-consistent rule-bending: gender. Female respondents 

were much less likely to indicate rule-bending and were significantly more likely to 

identify themselves as individuals who follow the rules. However, of 233 respondents, 

only 5 respondents were women, making these results difficult to generalize. The 

opinions of five individuals can in no way be taken to be representative of the many 

women who have worked for the Border Patrol. That being said, I believe these findings 

are plausible and could likely be substantiated if the survey was conducted on a larger 

scale. The Border Patrol has been, and remains, predominated by men. One respondent 

even referred to the supervisors’ “good old boy club” as something hard to penetrate. A 

woman in this situation, potentially finding it difficult to be promoted, is understandably 

going to attempt to narrowly follow rules in order to advance, which is supported in the 

literature by Portillo and DeHart-Davis (2009). This is an interesting area for further 

research, particularly as the percentage of women in the Patrol continues to increase 

substantially. 

 Overall, the statistical analyses, as well as individual reports by agents, 

demonstrated the association between leadership and rule-following and the influence of 

task motivation on rule-bending, as well as suggested future research into the connection 

between gender and rule-bending. While agents often spoke of rule-bending in terms of 

performing their larger function of achieving the Patrol’s mission, not all rule-bending is 

mindful of the mission.  
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Other Rule-Bending 

 Although much of the rule-bending described by agents was attributed to policies 

that restricted them from doing their job, agents did mention moments where they broke 

agency rules in ways not explicitly linked to the Border Patrol’s mission. These 

comments were less common, which is most likely due to the nature of the interviews. 

Mission-inconsistent rule-bending may be more prevalent than described here, because 

some agents were concerned about the politicization of their comments. Although I 

repeatedly told agents that I simply wanted to know more about their experience in the 

Patrol and that this research was not intended to be political, some agents were 

understandably reserved at first when speaking to a young female from a liberal arts 

college in the Northeast. That being said, most agents did seem to open up, with some 

telling stories of clear rule violations that were not done specifically to achieve the 

agency’s mission. Notably, many of these violations were still prosocial, although not 

directed toward the organization or the mission of the agency. One agent told this 

memorable story: 

 I was working the freight yards there in El Paso and I got 27 of them out of a box- 
 car. I told them to get in a line and […] there were these two that [were mouthing 
 off] so I walked up there and slapped one upside the head with my fist and they 
 got in line and this one, he got over there and was talking about me hitting him 
 upside the head, so I turned him around and gave him a swift kick in the ass and 
 told him to get in line. Well we were walking down... there were no more 
 problems after that... we were walking down […] and I was toward the rear of it 
 and an alien behind me says "Señor, señor" and I said, “What do you want?” And 
 he was holding my pistol by the barrel with his thumb and his forefinger. 
 Apparently when I had booted that one in the butt, my pistol had flipped out and 
 he was holding it for me to give it to me. Well when I got the pistol and I got 
 back, I asked him, “Where were you going?” He said, “I'm trying to go to 
 Chicago.” I said “Okay,” the detention officer came down and he was going to get 
 he aliens off and I said “Alright, you just stand over here,” and he said, “My son's 
 in there.” I said, “How old is your son?” He said “16.” “Okay get him over here.” 
 So I loaded the rest of them up on the DL and kept him and his son. I walked over 
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 to a train that was fixing to pull out of the yard, and “I said where you going?” 
 and he said, “Well we're going up to St. Louis” or somewhere. And I said, “Well 
 take these” and I explained to him what had happened… and I said, “Take these 
 two individuals and see that they get on a train going to Chicago.” Of course, I 
 was totally out of line, it was against all the rules and regulations, I could have 
 probably been suspended or disciplined or whatever, but it was one of those 
 things where they help you, you help them (J). 
 
This story presents a clear moment of rule-breaking, acknowledged by the agent himself. 

However, unlike other instances of rule-bending that were justified by an appeal to the 

mission, Agent J justifies this by saying, “it was one of those things where they help you, 

you help them,” appealing to a larger moral ideal (and a violation of the mission of the 

agency to apprehend and remove aliens). This behavior is clearly prosocial, aiming to 

help the aliens and potentially even exposing the agent to risk.  

 When asked about rule-bending that was not prosocial, agents strongly rejected 

the feasibility of such behavior. Responding to a question about making a point to a 

smuggler or other criminal alien, one agent explained, “You’re not going to find anyone 

that’s going to go Rambo. You’re not going to go outside the established… you can’t and 

have a successful prosecution. You may have the desire to do that, but it’s just not going 

to happen. Not only are you going to get fired, but you’re not going to get a successful 

prosecution” (L). This agent explains that non-prosocial rule-bending, done simply for 

the satisfaction of the agent, prevents the achievement of the mission, to successfully 

apprehend criminal aliens. Again, it is likely that this behavior was more common than 

agents felt comfortable indicating. While some agents- like Agent J above- did describe 

moments where they “made a point to an alien,” they made it clear that that behavior was 

required in order to maintain control of a large group, a necessary step to achieve their 

goal and, therefore, walking the line between mission-inconsistent and mission-consistent 
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rule-bending. Thus, explicit mission-consistent rule-bending was rarely mentioned by 

agents.  

Conclusion 

 The descriptive findings of this chapter suggest that, while agents largely see 

themselves as rule-following, they also believe that policies mandated by management 

have hampered their ability to fulfill their duty. Many agents, therefore, report that they 

have and would disregard a policy that kept them from doing their job effectively. 

However, like reports of dedicated behavior, there exists substantial variation in how 

agents responded to questions about mission-consistent rule-bending. Unlike dedicated 

behavior, most forms of motivation were not shown to influence rule-bending, and 

instead, leadership- both transactional and transformational- was significantly associated 

with this behavior. Although theorized as complementary forms of leadership, 

transactional and transformational leadership are thought to create distinct cultures and to 

have different influences on behavior. The analysis presented here, however, shows that 

these forms of leadership operate in similar ways on mission-consistent rule-bending. The 

influence of transformational and transactional leadership on mission-consistent rule-

bending does vary in certain questions, consistent with how scholars theorize these forms 

of leadership. Importantly, although the association between the two forms of leadership 

and questions about attitudes toward rule-bending are similar, individuals who report 

high levels of transformational leadership were less likely to report mission-consistent 

rule-bending in a question that asked about frequency of behavior, potentially more 

accurately measuring behavior. As I will describe in the concluding chapter, this finding 

has interesting implications for the way we theorize transformational leadership. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
 The results described in the previous chapters provide mixed support for the 

hypotheses developed in Chapter 2. Chapter 4 outlined the forms of motivation discussed 

by agents in interviews, as well as reported through surveys, showing the wide range of 

factors that motivate Border Patrol agents and the way in which this motivation varies 

over time. The statistical analysis in Chapter 5 supports many of the hypotheses about 

motivation, although does not find any direct influence of leadership on dedicated 

behavior. Finally, the results from Chapter 6 tell a very different story: while motivation, 

with the exception of task motivation, has no affect on mission-consistent rule-bending, 

both transformational and transactional leadership influence rule-bending. Having 

provided a brief overview of each chapter’s findings, I will now turn to the larger 

implications for the literature and suggest areas of further research.  

 While my findings generally support the argument that management matters for 

bureaucratic behavior, like other work explains (Riccucci 2005), the influence should not 

be overstated. Throughout existing literature on transformational leadership, scholars 

argue that transformational leadership is capable of motivating followers “to do more 

than they originally expected to do as they strive for higher order outcomes” (Bass 1996, 

740). As noted in Chapter 2, the behavior that is expected to result from transformational 

leadership is remarkably similar to the behavior I have called “dedicated behavior.” 

However, my analysis shows that none of the behaviors that I tested were influenced 

significantly by transformational leadership.23 Posing significant implications for the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23 This finding may point to a problem with my measure of transformational leadership. Although I 

acknowledge that the measure I use is limited, it does measure the specific feature of transformational 

leadership that is expected to encourage these forms of behavior, namely the ability to increase follower 

motivation and commitment. Therefore, one would expect that my measure could accurately estimate the 
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literature on transformational leadership, this finding suggests a potential disjuncture 

between the actions of managers- encouraging motivation and commitment- and the 

actions of bureaucrats- exhibiting committed dedicated behavior. However, it is also 

possible that motivation acts as an intermediary variable between leadership and 

dedicated behavior. Future scholarship should further explore the relationship between 

leadership, motivation, and dedicated behavior.  

 Leadership, however, was found to have an influence on mission-consistent rule-

bending. Although both mission-consistent rule-bending and dedicated behavior are 

conceived of as extra-role behavior, rule-bending sits closer to the employee-organization 

contract that transactional leaders are defined as enforcing. Therefore, transactional 

leadership was expected to have a negative impact on mission-consistent rule-bending, 

and this hypothesis was supported by the analysis. Interestingly, transformational 

leadership was again shown to operate in a different way that posited in Chapter 2. 

Transformational leadership had a similar influence to that of transactional leadership, 

questioning those who scholars, like Burns, who present them as opposites. However, the 

analysis suggests that transformational leaders may have been better able to articulate the 

reasoning behind new policies, which may have caused a decrease in the frequency of 

mission-consistent rule-bending. Thus, although this analysis questions the existing 

literature on transformational leadership, these leaders may be better able to articulate not 

only organizational requirements, but also the reasoning behind these requirements, and 

limit mission-consistent rule-bending. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
aspect of transformational leadership that influences dedicated behavior, suggesting that the lack of 

association is not due to a problem with my measure.  
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  While motivation did not significantly impact mission-consistent rule-bending, it 

did influence reports of dedicated behavior- a necessarily behavior for organizational 

functioning (Katz 1964). Recognizing the importance of motivation, it is necessarily to 

better understand what influences motivation. About a third of respondents reported a 

change in their motivation throughout their time in the Border Patrol, and therefore it is 

not only critical to consider who is hired for a job, but how the organization shapes 

behavior.24 Although outside of the scope of this project, agents referred to numerous 

trends that affected their motivation. Related to task motivation, agents’ comments spoke 

to the need for balance between boredom in their role, on one hand, and overwhelming 

activity leading to feelings of futility on the other. Both boredom (and particularly the 

policies that led to boredom) and futility were attributed to politicization of the Patrol’s 

mission, another factor that agents referenced when discussing changing motivation. 

Although the role of boredom and feelings of futility may be particular to Border Patrol 

agents, specifically due to the high levels of task motivation they reported that may not be 

held by bureaucrats in other agencies, scholars should further study the role of task 

motivation and the factors that influence it in other professions.  

Implications for Border Patrol 

Although this thesis focuses on bureaucratic theory, using Border Patrol as a case 

study, the findings have important implications for the Patrol. For much of its existence, 

the Border Patrol has clamored for more resources, with many authors (and even an agent 

I spoke with) referring to the Border Patrol as the “bastard stepchild” of the Immigration 

and Nationalities Service (INS) (Massey, Durand, and Malone 2002, 115). Since the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
24 While I rely on reports from agents about changing motivation, future studies would obviously benefit 

from conducting a longitudinal, rather than cross-sectional, study.  
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1980s, immigration has pervaded the national dialogue, and Border Patrol has 

experienced a period of unprecedented exponential growth (Andreas 2009). However, as 

the Patrol has become better funded, an influx of manpower has meant that stations have 

grown tremendously (recall Wellton’s growth from a handful of agents in the 1980s to 

about 350 today). As the analysis showed, small stations, and the solidary motivation that 

likely comes with them, encourage dedicated behavior, and particularly that behavior 

which helps co-workers. As stations grow larger, these behaviors, that authors identify as 

necessary to proper organizational functioning, may become less common. Furthermore, 

the growth in the Patrol has allowed the implementation of particular policies that require 

significant manpower, such as Prevention through Deterrence. These policies, which 

station agents in static locations on the line, were frequently referenced by agents as 

inducing boredom and decreasing the love for the job and, as a result, dedicated behavior. 

Furthermore, in many areas of the border, these new strategies have led to operational 

control. While operational control is clearly commendable, the result has been few 

crossings, leading to boredom and a loss of purpose (as described in Chapter 4).  

Finally, as the Border Patrol has become a central figure on the national stage, 

agents perceive that their mission has become politicized. The result of this politicization, 

agents perceive, is a rise in the number of policies that agents label as political tools. 

Comments from agents, as well as survey results, suggest that agents are willing to break 

rules that they see as politically motivated and which threaten their ability do to their job 

(recall the discussion of IRCA in Chapter 6). Although this survey was not able to test 

any individuals who had recently joined the Patrol, I suspect that motivation in the Patrol 

has decreased significantly. Regardless of the current state of the Patrol, most agents I 
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spoke with expressed an incredible willingness to go above and beyond what was 

required by their role. 

Reflecting on Prosocial Behavior 

 The comments and actions of the agents with whom I spoke reflected the 

existence of a group of public servants committed to each other, their agency, their 

country, and often times, those individuals they have been tasked with apprehending. The 

stories of these agents fiercely reject the notion of bureaucrats as mechanical, simply 

completing the actions required by their role. Influenced by their personal motivation and 

the leadership of their supervisors, agents consciously decide to engage in prosocial 

behaviors, even those that are prohibited by the agency and that potentially put their 

careers at risk. For many of the agents I spoke with, the Patrol more than simply a job, it 

was a life. As the wife of one agent commented, “I used to be number one in his life. And 

then he went and joined the Border Patrol” (E).  
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Appendix A: Interview Protocol 
 
When were you in Border Patrol? At what stations? 
 
What would a typical day be like? Who would you encounter? 
 
What most significantly shaped how you did your job? Some ideas might be the 
academy, experiences in the job, journeymen agents, personal views, supervisory agents 
 
Why did you join Border Patrol? 
 
When you went out every morning, who were you doing it for? What motivated you? 
 
[If changed], why do you think your motivations changed over the years? Why were you 
motivated in that way?  
 
Do you think many of the agents at [Yuma/Wellton] were motivated by similar things? 
 
[If served at a number of stations] You were at a number of stations throughout your 
career with Border Patrol. Did the primary motivations seem different at [other stations]?  
 -If yes, why do you think they were different?  
 
What is your role in the field? What are you trying to get done? 
 
Did agents’ beliefs about their role seem different at different stations? 
 
As you know, I’ve been working with Bill Broyles and Mark Haynes. In their book, 
Desert Duty, many of the agents mention times when they went above and beyond what 
the law required. Can you tell me a story when you went above and beyond, or even 
around, the law? 
 -If positive, then negative [That seems like a story where you helped someone. 
 Did you ever do something to send a message?]  
 
Why would you go out of your way like this? Why do you think people did this? What 
was their rationale? 
 
You worked at [fill in the blank] other stations. Were these sorts of things common there?  
 -If no: Why do you think it happened at [Yuma/Wellton] and not there? 
 
What was the culture of [Yuma/Wellton] at the time? 
 -Was it shaped at all by the size/activities?  
 
And that was different than at [other stations]?  
 
What role did the station’s culture have in how you did your job?  
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Appendix B: Survey Instrument 
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Appendix C: Control Variables 

 
Variable Category Information about Variable Respondent Data 

Sector 

(Big Bend, Chula 
Vista, Del Rio, El 
Paso, Laredo, Rio 
Grande, Tucson, 
Yuma) 

Controls for the sector in which the agent 
worked during their first consecutive year 
and a half in the Border Patrol. I used the 
first year and a half because that time 
period includes an agent’s probationary 
period. After the probationary period, an 
agent may be promoted and then may 
have less field experience. Although 
agents are only required to stay for two 
years in their first duty station, many 
reported staying longer. In interviews, 
agents often referred to experiences from 
their first duty stations. 

Big Bend: 3.4% of 
respondents 
Chula Vista: 20.6% 
Del Rio: 6.9% 
El Centro: 18.5% 
El Paso: 18% 
Laredo: 3% 
Rio Grande: 8.6 
Tucson: 10.3% 
Yuma: 9.9% 

Miles from Border Based on an agent’s first station, I 
controlled for the number of miles that 
station was located from the border.  

 

Station Activities 

(Linewatch, Patrol 
Border, Traffic 
Check, Interior 
Enforcement) 

This variable is based on an agent’s first 
reported station.  Stations were classified 
based on a 1994 GAO report that noted 
principal activities for each station. (Some 
stations had both activities, and therefore 
some respondents are counted in multiple 
categories. Percentages will total over 
100%) 

Linewatch: 34.3% of 
respondents 
Patrol Border: 77%  
Traffic Check: 
26.2% 
Interior 
Enforcement: 12.4% 

Station Size 

(Small, Medium, 
Large, Very Large) 

This variable is based on a respondent’s 
first reported station. Stations were 
classified based on a 1994 GAO report 
that noted the number of agents at each 
station in that year. Classifications were 
adjusted if research showed that the 
stations had grown disproportionately in 
years prior to 1994 (since almost all 
respondents worked in their first station 
before 1994).   

Small: 6.9% of 
respondents 
Medium: 22.3% 
Large: 33.9% 
Very Large: 34.3% 

Total Years The total number of years the respondent 
had reported working in the Border Patrol.  

 

Average Stay The total number of years the agent had 
worked in the Border Patrol divided by 
the total number of stations where the 
agent had worked to determine average 
stay at each station. 
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Variable Category Information about Variable Respondent Data 

Later North 

 
Based on responses about stations where 
the agent worked over his or her career, 
this variable measure whether the agent 
remained working in the U.S.- Mexico 
border or spent the later part of their 
career working in the U.S.-Canadian 
border or in Washington, DC. This is a 
binary variable.  

Later North: 30.9% 
of respondents 
Not Later North: 
69.1% 

Year Entered 

(1949-1954, 1955-
1959, 1960-1964, 
1965-1969, 1970-
1974, 1975-1979, 
1980-1984, 1985-
1989, 1990-1994) 

This variable is based on an agent’s 
response about when he or she entered the 
Patrol. Responses were grouped into five-
year periods, in order to be able to 
determine if certain periods of time 
influenced one of the outcome variables. 

1949-1954: 1.3% 
1955-1959: 3.4% 
1960-1964: 6.4% 
1965-1969: 13.7% 
1970-1974: 19.3% 
1975-1979: 19.3% 
1980-1984: 7.3% 
1985-1989: 4.3% 
1990-1994: 0.4% 

Year Exited 

(1954-1959, 1960-
1964, 1965-1969, 
1970-1974, 1975-
1979, 1980-1984, 
1985-1989, 1990-
1994, 1995-1999, 
2000-2004, 2005-
2009, 2010-2013) 

This variable is based on an agent’s 
response about when he or she exited the 
Patrol. Responses were grouped into five-
year periods, in order to be able to 
determine if certain periods of time 
influenced one of the outcome variables. 

1955-1959: 0.9% 
1960-1964: 0.9% 
1965-1969: 3.0% 
1970-1974: 7.7% 
1975-1979: 1.7% 
1980-1984: 9.9% 
1985-1989: 6.0% 
1990-1994: 6.4% 
1995-1999: 14.2% 
2000-2004: 8.6% 
2005-2009: 10.7% 
2010-2013: 3.4% 

Resources This variable measures a respondent’s 
perception of agency resources. It is an 
indexed score of the following two 
questions (Strongly Agree to Strongly 
Disagree): 

• I often felt like the stations where I 
worked had fewer resources and 
manpower than what was needed. 
(R) 

• The stations where I worked 
generally had enough staff. 

A high score indicates the individual felt 
as though there were sufficient resources.  

 

Gender Reported by the respondent. This is a 
binary variable. Female = 1, Male = 0.  

Male: 97.9% 
Female: 2.1% 
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Variable Category Information about Variable Respondent Data 

Veteran Status Reported by the respondent. This is a 
binary variable. Veteran = 1, Not a 
Veteran = 0. 

Veteran: 71.2% 
Non-Veteran: 27% 

Grew Up in 

Southwest Border 

State 

Respondents were asked to report the state 
in which they grew up. Agents who 
reported growing up in California, 
Arizona, New Mexico or Texas were 
marked as growing up on the Southwest 
Border. Although this is obviously not a 
perfect measures, immigration politics is 
often state-wide, and therefore even an 
individual not living in a border 
community would likely be exposed to 
those politics. This is a binary variable. 
Grew up in Southwest Border State = 1, 
Not Grew up in Southwest Border State= 
2.  

Grew up in 
Southwest Border 
State: 44.2% 
Not Grew up in 
Southwest Border 
State: 53.6% 

Race/Ethnicity 

(White, Hispanic, 
Non-Hispanic 
Minority) 

Agents were asked to report the racial or 
ethnic group with which they identify.  
Individuals who identified as African-
American, Asian/Pacific Islander, Native 
American or Other were grouped as 
“Non-Hispanic Minority” for analytical 
purposes.  

White: 82.4% 
Hispanic: 11.6% 
Non-Hispanic 
Minority: 6% 
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Appendix D: Border Patrol Information 

 
Brief History 

The Border Patrol was founded in 1924 by the Labor Appropriation Act due to 
concerns about Asian immigration and the practice of transporting alcohol from Mexico 
during Prohibition (“Border Patrol History” 2010). Originally an agency in the 
Department of Labor, Border Patrol later became part of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), and was tasked 
with the job of detecting and apprehending undocumented aliens between the ports of 
entry with authority up to 25 miles from the border (Northern and Southern, as well as 
coasts). The agency remained small throughout much of its history. Even as the number 
of apprehensions increased at the end of the large guest-worker program, the Bracero 
program, the number of agents remained the same (Nevins 2002). During the 1980s, the 
mission of the Patrol began to change with the start of the Drug War, and catching 
narcotics became an important part of the Patrol’s responsibility. Starting in the 1980s, 
the Border Patrol began to expand exponentially and is now the nation’s largest civilian 
police force (Massey, Durand, and Malone 2002, 115), with more than 20,000 agents as 
of the end of FY 2009  The September 11th attacks once again changed the mission of the 
Patrol, and now the Patrol reports that its top priority is homeland security and preventing 
the entry of terrorists and terrorist weapons (“Border Patrol History” 2010). Following 
the creation of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in 2003, the Border Patrol 
joined DHS as part of Customs and Border Protection (CBP).  
 
Policies Referenced  

Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986:  

The Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 (IRCA) contained four main 
provisions. Relevant to our discussion are two of the provisions. First, IRCA significantly 
expanded resources available to the Border Patrol (Massey, Durand, and Malone 2002, 
90). Second, IRCA instituted a legalization program (often called amnesty) that allowed 
aliens who could prove continuous residence in the U.S. since January 1, 1982 to remain 
in the United States. Agricultural workers, however, did not have to meet the same strict 
requirements (Ibid.).  
 
Prevention through Deterrence (1994):  

In 1994, the Border Patrol implemented a strategy that would be called Prevention 
through Deterrence. The strategy required a buildup of resources in a certain, intending to 
prevent migrants from coming before entering in order to avoid having to apprehend 
them later (Ibid. 93). The strategy first began in 1993, when the El Paso Sector Chief 
launched “Operation Blockade.” Because the operation kept aliens from entering in that 
area (although they simply entered at other points), it was deemed a success. In 1994, the 
Border Patrol officially adopted the policy, and in October 1994, the strategy, called 
Operation Gatekeeper was implemented on the border near San Diego (in Chula Vista 
sector) (Ibid).  
 
 
Necessary Organizational Information 
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The Border Patrol is divided into stations and sectors, which are then grouped into 
regions. There are 20 sectors in the Border Patrol, each comprised of between one station 
(Ramey Sector in Puerto Rico) and twelve stations (Big Bend Sector in Texas). A 
Regional Commissioner runs each region. Each sector is headed by a Sector Chief and 
Assistant Sector Chiefs (known as A Chiefs). At the station level, each station is run by a 
Patrol Agent in Charge (known as a PAIC), the Assistant Patrol Agent in Charge, as well 
as supervisory agents. Agents who have completed their probationary period are known 
as Journeymen agents. Agents who are not supervisors are referred to as Patrol Agents.   
 
Today, agents are trained at the Border Patrol Academy in Artesia, New Mexico. The 
Academy was previously stationed in Glynco, Georgia. After completing the Border 
Patrol academy, agents are stationed for a probationary period along the U.S.-Mexico 
border. While some agents remain at the same station their entire career, most agents 
move throughout their career.  
 
The activities agents perform vary depending on their duty station. In the analysis, I 
divided activities into four types: 

• Linewatch: Linewatch occurs at the border, and is generally conducted at stations 
with relatively smaller areas of responsibility. Justifying its name, linewatch often 
entails agents stationed statically at the border in vehicles. This occurs often in 
metropolitan areas.  

• Patrol Border: Patrol border is a broader term than linewatch, and takes place at 
stations that are near the border. This includes signcutting, which is the detection 
and the interpretation of any disturbances in natural terrain conditions that 
indicate the presence or passage of people, animals, or vehicles (“Border Patrol 
Overview” 2011).!+,-./011,.-!,2!3415.!/3.60/156!,.!70789!87582:!;<575!1<5!

-730.6!<82!45;!6,2107=8./52> 
• Interior Enforcement: Interior enforcement includes all enforcement activities of 

those stations that are situated far from the border. Although not as common now, 
this often included farm and ranch check, where agents would go onto private 
land and question individuals whom they thought might be undocumented 
(because of pressure from agriculture, agents are no longer allowed to enter 
private property and therefore farm and ranch check is not frequently conducted 
now).  

• Traffic Check: “Traffic checks are conducted on major highways leading away 
from the border to (1) detect and apprehend illegal aliens attempting to travel 
further into the interior of the United States after evading detection at the border 
and (2) to detect illegal narcotics” (“Border Patrol Overview” 2011). Traffic 
checks are conducted both by stations close to the border and stations further 
away. Interestingly, some stations only conduct traffic check.  

 
 
 
The chart below shows how I classified the each station that survey respondents reported 
as their first duty station. 
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Station Name Sector State 

Miles from 

Border 

Size 

Category  

Principal 

Activities 

Casa Grande Tucson AZ 73 S 

Traffic Check, 

Interior 

Douglas Tucson AZ 7 M Patrol border 

Nogales Tucson AZ 8 L Patrol border 

Tucson Tucson AZ 57 L 

Linewatch, Traffic 

Check, Patrol 

Border, Interior 

Blythe Yuma CA 59 S 

Traffic Check, 

Interior 

Wellton Yuma AZ 35 S 

Patrol border, 

Traffic Check 

Yuma Yuma AZ 4 L Patrol border 

Calexico El Centro CA 3 L Patrol border 

El Centro El Centro CA 9 VL 

Traffic Check, 

Interior 

Indio El Centro CA 77 S 

Traffic Check, 
Interior 

Brown Field Chula Vista* CA 1 L 

Line Watch, Patrol 

border 

Campo Chula Vista CA 8 M 

Patrol border, 

Traffic Check 

Chula Vista Chula Vista CA 5 VL 

Line Watch, Patrol 

border 

El Cajon Chula Vista CA 15 M 

Line Watch, Patrol 

border 

San Clemente Chula Vista CA 3 L Traffic Check 

Temecula   CA 23 L Traffic Check 

Alamogordo El Paso NM 75 M Traffic Check 

Las Cruces El Paso NM 53 L Traffic Check 

Lordsburg El Paso NM 52 S 

Patrol border, 
Traffic Check 

Alpine Big Bend TX 42 M Traffic Check 

Marfa Big Bend TX 40 S 

Traffic Check, 

Interior 

Presidio Big Bend TX 12 S Patrol border 

Carrizo Springs Del Rio TX 29 M Patrol border 

Del Rio Del Rio TX 5 L Patrol border 

Eagle Pass Del Rio TX 8 M 

Linewatch, Traffic 
Check, Patrol 

Border 

El Paso El Paso TX 5 VL 

Line Watch, Patrol 

border 

Fort Hancock El Paso TX 20 S 

Line Watch, Patrol 
border 

Ysleta El Paso TX 6 M Patrol border 
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Station Name Sector State 

Miles from 

Border 

Size 

Category  

Principal 

Activities 

Cotulla Laredo TX 59 M 

Patrol border, 

Traffic Check 

Hebbronville Laredo TX 38 M 

Patrol border, 
Traffic Check 

Laredo Laredo TX 21 VL Patrol border 

Brownsville Rio Grande TX 4 M 

Line Watch, Patrol 

border 

Falfurrias Rio Grande TX 33 M Traffic Check 

Harlingen Rio Grande TX 12 M Patrol border 

Kingsville Rio Grande TX 4 M Traffic Check 

McAllen Rio Grande TX 4 M Patrol border 

Rio Grande City Rio Grande TX 16 M Patrol border 

Fabens El Paso TX 5 S 

Line Watch, Patrol 

border 

Colombus El Paso NM 28 M Patrol border 

 

* Chula Vista is now called the San Diego Sector, but I elected to the use the name that agents 
used.  
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